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“FOR SEVERAL DECADES, 
SUSTAINABILITY HAS BEEN AN 
INTEGRAL PART OF GEBERIT’S 
CULTURE. OUR FOCUS HERE IS ON 
CONSISTENT IMPLEMENTATION ON 
AN ONGOING BASIS AND WITH 
MEASURABLE RESULTS.“
Christian Buhl, CEO

All of these aspects play a role in minimising the use 
of energy and resources, keeping the service life and 
useful life of products as high as possible, closing 
material cycles and constantly increasing the use of 
recycled materials.

PLASTIC AS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
In terms of plastic, the goal is the most resource- 
efficient and economical use of the material as 
possible in manufacturing high-quality products with 
a guaranteed long service life. In this way, plastic 
offers many benefits from a sustainability point of 
view.
During packaging, Geberit ensures that the products 
are comprehensively protected whilst simultaneously 
using as little packaging material as possible. We 
mostly use cardboard and dispense with expanded 
polystyrene and other plastics wherever feasible.

BINDING SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
30 years ago, Geberit tabled an initial environmental 
strategy and began to implement specific measures. 
Over the years, this strategy was gradually developed 
into a comprehensive sustainability strategy that 
bundles together current and future projects, 
initiatives and activities. The sustainability strategy 
contains clear responsibilities with measurable 
objectives, derived measures and quantifiable key 
figures for effective monitoring.
Geberit takes economic, ecological and social 
aspects into account in its decision-making 
processes. The declared aim is to leave behind the 
smallest possible ecological footprint along the entire 
value chain, while treating suppliers and business 
partners with respect and fairness. Another important 
building block in the strategy is the education and 
further training of employees, as well as plumbers, 
sanitary engineers and architects.

ECO-DESIGN AS THE KEY TO SUSTAINABLE 
OPERATIONS
Environmentally friendly, resource-saving, durable 
products are extremely important at Geberit. This is 
why Geberit utilises eco-design and develops products 
consistently according to its principles. Seen across 
the entire life cycle – from obtaining the raw materials 
right through to disposal – each product must be better 
than its predecessor from an ecological perspective. 
Eco-design has been an integral part of all development 
processes since 2007 and has already been 
implemented in over 170 projects. This also 
incorporates current topics, standards, regulations 
and social developments.

DESIGNED WITH DURABILITY IN MIND
Thanks to their top-class materials and strict quality 
requirements, Geberit products have a service life 
spanning several decades. Furthermore, they are  
usually backwards-compatible and can be cleaned 
and maintained easily. A significant proportion of the 
Geberit product range also has a guaranteed spare 
parts availability of up to 25 years. We also ensure that 
as little packaging material is used as possible.

AN EYE ON 
SUSTAINABILITY
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PERCENT

Since the integration of the 
energy-intensive ceramic 
production business in 2015, the 
relative environmental impact 
has been reduced by 35 %.

PERCENT

The goal of improving eco-
efficiency by 5 % per year was 
exceeded.

-33

5

The Geberit sustainability strategy contains clear 
responsibilities with measurable objectives, derived 
measures and quantifiable key figures for effective 
monitoring. Two examples of these figures are eco-
efficiency and CO₂ emissions.

RELATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT – 
ECO-EFFICIENCY
For over 25 years, Geberit has been measuring its 
ecological footprint consistently as part of a 
comprehensive corporate eco-balance and using this 
as a basis for its intended goals. This is unique in the 
sanitary industry.

35

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 2015 – 2020
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2015 2016 2017 2018 20202019

239
230

220

193
212

Environmental impact, in million eco-points

Environmental impact due to Sanitec acquisition,  
in million eco-points

Environmental impact in relation to net sales (Fx adj) in %
(Index: 2015 = 100)

Note: The environmental impact is measured in terms of 
eco-points based on the Swiss method of ecological scarcity 
(version 2013).

CO₂ EMISSIONS
With its CO₂ strategy – the groundwork 
for which was laid back in 2007 – the 
company sets itself ambitious goals and 
makes an active contribution to 
environmental protection. Here, Geberit 
focuses on specific technical measures 
for saving energy and improving efficiency, 
plus the selective purchasing of renewable 
energy sources.

The following illustration shows an example of the 
eco-design principle using a typical Geberit  
product group – a WC system. The iCon Rimfree WC 
with new flush guide made of 69 % recycled ABS  
is installed on the Duofix element. In the Sigma  
12cm concealed cistern, the new flush valve 212 
enables individual water consumption settings.  
The flush is triggered via the recyclable Sigma30  
actuator plate, which is fastened in a frame made of 
100 % recycled ABS. All products are distinguished 
by their durability and can be repaired even after many 
years of use. 

PERCENT

258

CO₂ EMISSIONS 2015 – 2020

250 243
231

207
223

2015 2016 2017 2018 20202019

CO₂ emissions, in thousands of tonnes

CO₂ emissions due to the Sanitec acquisition, in thousands of tonnes

CO₂ emissions in relation to net sales (Fx adj) in %
(Index: 2015 = 100)

CREATING ADDED VALUE
WITH ECO-DESIGN

←

A COMMITMENT TO  
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Among other aspects, Geberit 
products are characterised by their 
use of high-quality materials and a 
service life spanning several 
decades. The products are usually 
backwards-compatible and can be 
cleaned, maintained and repaired 
easily. A significant proportion of 
the product range also has a 
guaranteed spare parts availability 
of up to 25 years. The use of 
bought in recycled plastic is also 
playing an increasingly important 
role in closing material cycles.

Since 2007, Geberit has ensured 
that every new product should be 
better than its predecessor from an 
ecological perspective in order to 
conserve natural resources.

SELECTED 
KEY FIGURES
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We use our passion for design and 
technology to inspire and excite 
people all over the world. By applying 
our vast know-how and almost 150 
years of experience, we ensure our 
prod   ucts are not just beautiful to look 
at, but truly make 
life easier and more 
comfortable. 

Responsibly made from fine and durable 
materials, Geberit products are a perfect 
balance of elegant design and outstanding 
function. They are easy to clean, easy to 
use and increase comfort. 

Design Meets Function is the name 
given to this fusion of outstanding 
functionality with aesthetic design  
for the entire bathroom.

Geberit is a global ambassador for quality  
with sales offices in over 50 countries and 29 
production sites worldwide, with headquarters 
in Rapperswil-Jona, Switzerland, where 
Caspar Melchior Albert Gebert founded the 
company in 1874. 

Geberit prides itself on its strong competence 
for innovation, enabled and supported by the 
Group’s wide-ranging research and 
development activities. Customers can rest 
assured that new products meet their needs 
– not to mention the very highest quality 
standards.

Over 12.000 employees are  
committed to providing 

customers with innovative, 
sustainable and durable products 

of the highest quality.

… in the field of sanitary products, 
providing outstanding added value in 
sanitary technology and bathroom 
products.

GEBERIT IS 
A EUROPEAN 
MARKET 
LEADER …

THE PERFECT BALANCE

DESIGN MEETS
FUNCTION

10 11Bathroom Magazine
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DESIGN

A simple and timeless look that is 
easy to combine – for anyone 
looking for modern elegance, and a 
diversity of colours and materials.

CLEANLINESS

Clever products that remain virtually 
dirt-free and are easy to clean – for 
anyone that wants to keep clean ing 
to a minimum.

USER-FRIENDLINESS

Intuitive, easy-to-use products – for 
anyone who, after a conversion or 
renovation, wants to be sure of 
optimum functionality.

SPACE-SAVING

Clever functions and products that 
create space – for anyone who 
does not want to do without 
functionality and storage space.

COMFORT

Products that bring comfort and 
hygiene to the bathroom – for 
anyone who wants to treat 
themselves to some extra 
freshness, well-being and 
cleanliness.

ACCESSIBILITY

Easily accessible, floor-even 
bathrooms – for anyone looking for 
universal design, regardless of 
needs and age.

I EXPECT MORE 
FROM MY 
BATHROOM

We asked private customers what is 
important to them in a bathroom. Six 
properties were mentioned time and time 
again: design, cleanliness, user-
friendliness, space-saving solutions, 
comfort and accessibility. As everyone 
has different priorities, we offer bathroom 
series which are specifically adapted to 
different needs.

And that means you can create your very 
own dream bathroom. With products 
which embody functional design at its 
best. With reliable technology, which  
represents the state of the art of know-
how in sanitary technology. At Geberit, 
you will find all functions for your personal 
wellness zone and bathroom design that 
corresponds exactly to your style. Look 
forward to a bathroom that fulfils your 
needs – and exceeds your expectations!

12 Bathroom Magazine 13
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DESIGN

I ATTACH GREAT 
IMPORTANCE TO 
PERFECT BATHROOM 
DESIGN

Design Museum London, Musée Yves Saint Laurent in 
Marrakech and the Louvre Abu Dhabi: inspiring visits to 
exhibitions are some of the personal highlights on my 
travels. Ideas and inspiration I get here, I implement at 
home – in the bathroom too I attach importance to a 
perfectly coordinated design concept.

Design solutions from Geberit offer a whole range of options for 
creating stylish bathrooms down to the last detail. Products and 
solutions regularly receive renowned design prizes, such as the reddot 
award and the iF Design Award. With a variety of shapes, materials and 
surfaces as well as consistent perfection in processing, Geberit is 
compelling in every design concept.

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN
Timeless, elegant design and concealed technology 
make Geberit AquaClean shower toilets genuine  
lifestyle accessories which convince users in terms 
of both look and function. A modern, stylish toilet 
equipped with exceptional functions.

GEBERIT ONE
The stand-alone Geberit ONE washbasin is  
compelling with simple elegance and a design 
concept that makes full use of the possibilities 
provided by the prewall installation. Neither a tap  
hole bench nor a visible overflow spoil the overall 
aesthetic impression.

SIGMA50 SIGMA21

↑

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN SELA

The classic shower toilet functions 
in puristic, elegant design for 
aesthetes who are style conscious.

GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATES
Geberit actuator plates give every bathroom unique 
accents. Either round or geometric in shape, top-
quality materials and trendy surfaces enhance every 
bathroom.

14 Bathroom Magazine 15
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GEBERIT CLEANLINE SHOWER CHANNEL
The comb insert of the Geberit CleanLine shower channel  
reliably collects hair. It can be taken out and cleaned with a  
flick of the wrist. The drain profile of the elegant shower channel 
is also easy to clean: unlike other solutions, it has no hidden, 
hard-to-reach areas. This means that neither dirt nor bacteria 
can accumulate. With just one wipe, the open outlet surface is 
squeaky clean. 

Hair in the bathroom is annoying and clogs the shower and 
washbasin drains. Geberit provides drain solutions which 
elegantly solve this problem and which are also easy to clean.

17

←

COMB INSERT

Many Geberit drain solutions have a 
comb insert to protect the drain.

CLEANLINESS

HOW CAN YOU  
BEST DEAL WITH
HAIR AND DIRT?

Sometimes I could tear my hair out: every time 
I have a shower, I can sense my partner’s 
frustration because my hair clogs the shower 
drain and is very difficult to remove. What 
solutions can I use to make my bathroom as 
easy to clean and to keep tidy as I would like?

16 Bathroom Magazine
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Lift off the lid, wipe the surface, click the 
lid back into place: with a removable seat 
and lid, the WC is much easier to keep 
clean all-round.

GEBERIT TURBOFLUSH

ASYMMETRICAL
WATER GUIDE

RIMFREE WCS

SIMPLER CLEANING
WITHOUT A RIM

Quiet, thorough and with outstanding 
flushing-out performance: the 
asymmetrical inner geometry of the 
innovative Geberit TurboFlush flush 
technology is based on a completely 
rimless WC ce ramic appliance and 
minimises the cleaning required.

The Geberit Rimfree WC ceramic appliances offer 
modern standards of hygiene and ease of cleaning. 
The flush technology with flush guide ensures 
completely dynamic flushing out and reduces the 
amount of cleaning involved – even with the partial 
flush.

Everyone wants their bathroom to be spotlessly clean and tidy, 
but nobody relishes the cleaning involved. Geberit therefore  
offers clever solutions which make cleaning and maintenance 
simpler and significantly reduce the formation of deposits.

←

SIGMA80 TOUCHLESS

The multiple awards winning 
actuator plate Geberit Sigma80 
works with an IR sensor and meets 
the strictest hygiene requirements.

TOUCHLESS FLUSH ACTUATION
The touchless flush actuation is less prone to dirt and reduces 
the risk of germ transmission.

←

FLOW-OPTIMISED

The lateral water inlet in combination with the 
asymmetrical ceramic appliance sets the water  
in a spiral movement.

WC SEATS WITH QUICKRELEASE FUNCTION

CLEANING WITHOUT 
DIRT TRAPS

Bathroom Magazine18 19
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Geberit develops innovative products and solutions which make 
bathroom life simpler and more convenient. They are self-
explanatory, relieve the user of work and offer real added value.

USER-FRIENDLINESS

MY BATHROOM
UNDERSTANDS 
ME

INTUITIVE REMOTE CONTROL

CLEAR 
USER GUIDANCE

CLOSES ITSELF
The durable Geberit soft-closing 
mechanism closes the WC lid gently and 
quietly. Even if it is moved too quickly, it 
lowers itself slowly and closes quietly. This 
makes for more relaxed bathroom users 
and also protects the material of the seat, 
lid and ceramic appliance.

The remote control for Geberit shower toilets has an 
intuitive design. The buttons feature simple symbols 
and can be operated without the need for explanation. 
On the rear, you can make and save individual user-
specific settings.

I like to perform my morning rituals in the 
bathroom without thinking. I appreciate 
innovative functions and smart solutions that 
make my everyday routine simpler. How can I 
make my bathroom user-friendly all-round?

SELF-EXPLANATORY

To operate a Geberit AquaClean 
shower toilet, you don’t need a  
user’s guide. 

↓
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STORAGE SPACE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION
The Geberit VariForm washbasin cabinets are  
compelling with an outstanding amount of storage 
space – without being interrupted by a trap cutout. 
With variable arrangement systems, internal division 
can be adjusted exactly to suit personal needs.

SPACE-SAVING

WHERE AM I GOING TO 
PUT ALL MY BATHROOM 
TREASURES?

There’s no such thing as too much space in the bathroom. But a lot of 
bathrooms are not as big as their users would like. Geberit offers space- 
saving furniture and shelf surfaces that use the available space 
perfectly and make it simple to keep things tidy.

Jars, tubes and pots, sponges and 
brushes: I love beauty products. But 
where am I going to put all my 
cosmetics in the bathroom? And how 
will I find my favourite products when I 
need them again?

GEBERIT ONE WALL-MOUNTED TAP
A wall-mounted tap creates additional space at the 
washbasin. It does not need a tap hole bench and is 
designed without interruptions.

22 Bathroom Magazine 23
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The Geberit ONE mirror cabinet is 
integrated in the prewall with a barely 
visible projection. It gives the bathroom a 
gen erous look and offers plenty of storage 
space, without limiting the space.

Geberit offers lots of innovative solutions which make optimum 
use of the space in the bathroom. They also ensure tidiness and 
systematic order even on small floor plans.

→

INTEGRATED IN THE PREWALL

By concealing the water outlet  
in the prewall, only the removable 
cover is visible on the wall.

GEBERIT WALL DRAIN 
The fact that the shower drain has been concealed facilitates floor-even 
showers in their purest form. The floor under the shower is completely 
uninterrupted.

MIRROR CABINET

LOTS OF SPACE 
IN THE PREWALL

APOTHECARY CABINETS

PILING HIGH
FOR EXTRA
STORAGE 
SPACE

They have been proving their worth in  
the kitchen for a long time, now apothecary 
cabinets are also conquering the 
bathroom. With good reason: the Geberit 
Acanto tall cabinets with apothecary  
pull-out offer plenty of storage space 
without taking up too much floor area. 
Thanks to the pull-out mechanism, 
cosmetic products can be stored tidily 
and are always to hand.

24 Bathroom Magazine 25
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GEBERIT DUOFRESH ODOUR EXTRACTION UNIT
Geberit DuoFresh is beneficial for all the senses. The odour  
extraction unit starts automatically due to user detection  
when someone sits down on the toilet. It extracts the air directly 
from the ceramic appliance and then returns the purified air to 
the room. The DuoFresh module is easy to integrate into the 
Geberit Sigma concealed cistern.

DUOFRESH DESIGN VARIETY
The DuoFresh odour extraction unit can be combined with all mechanical 
actuator plates Sigma01 to Sigma50 series.

COMFORT

SOMETIMES I’M FED UP 
WITH MY SISTER
Every morning, my sister hurries to the 
bathroom just before I want to use it. And when 
she has finally finished, the smell is dreadful 
and there’s nothing I can do about it apart from 
holding my breath. Can unpleasant odours not 
just disappear?

←

ACCESSIBLE

The ceramic honeycomb filter  
is easily accessible behind the 
actuator plate.

←

EFFICIENT AND QUIET

In the ceramic honeycomb filter, 
the air is cleaned thoroughly. A 
quiet fan conveys the purified air 
back into the room.

Geberit DuoFresh removes unpleasant odours before they can 
spread throughout the bathroom. Odour extraction units can be 
built in directly behind the actuator plate and are already 
integrated in lots of Geberit AquaClean shower toilets.

26 Bathroom Magazine 27
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It is often only small things that make the difference between 
the standard and an extra touch of well-being and freshness. 
With Geberit, you bring more comfort into your bathroom – 
with wellness functions that you will soon no longer want to 
live without.

WC SEAT HEATING

PLEASANTLY WARM 
AUTOMATICALLY

The WC seat heating gets toilet seats 
pleasantly warm at the right time. During 
the colder months, nobody should have 
to sit on a cold toilet any more. In the 
warmer months, the function can simply 
be deactivated.

←

STARTING WITH 
PROXIMITY SENSOR

The WC seat heating starts 
automatically with a proximity 
sensor.

ORIENTATION 

DISCREET GUIDE
THROUGH THE NIGHT

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER TECHNOLOGY

PATENT ON 
THOROUGH CLEANING

The patented WhirlSpray shower technology 
dynamically enriches the shower spray with air. It 
ensures targeted and thorough yet particularly gentle 
cleaning with little water consumption. You feel fresh 
and clean all day long.

The Geberit orientation light can be set to seven 
colours. It switches on automatically when you 
approach the WC and provides orientation in the 
bathroom at night. Its subdued light makes it easier 
to go back to sleep again. The orientation light is 
integrated in various AquaClean shower toilets, the 
odour extraction unit DuoFresh and the sanitary 
module Geberit Monolith Plus.

28 Bathroom Magazine 29
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Your new bathroom should be able to satisfy your 
requirements for the next 25 years and be able to adjust itself 
to suit changes in your life. That is why it is important to plan 
ahead. Geberit provides you with bathroom equipment in front 
of the wall and systems behind it which offer you comfort in 
virtually every situation.

SUBSEQUENT HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY

WC SEAT HEIGHT 
EASY TO ADJUST

The sophisticated installation technology of the  
Geberit ONE WC makes it possible to adjust the  
ceramic appliance flexibly in terms of height years 
after it was installed. Particularly appealing: no 
structural measures in the prewall are necessary 
because the technology for height adjustability is in 
the WC. That provides flexibility across the 
generations.

FLOOR-EVEN SHOWER SOLUTIONS
Floor-even shower solutions are chic and 
ensure you have step-free access to the 
shower area. With shower surfaces such 
as Geberit Olona, the antislip properties 
are integrated from the start. That gives 
you comfort and safety for today and 
tomorrow.

ACCESSIBILITY

I WANT A 
BATHROOM 
FOR MY 
WHOLE LIFE

As an amateur sportsman, it is important to me to stay in motion. 
But what happens if my mobility decreases? As a precaution, I 
want to furnish my bathroom in such a way that it can be used 
optimally and remains easily accessible in every situation.

31Bathroom Magazine30 
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Which qualities are particularly important to you in 
your bathroom? Geberit offers bathroom series that 
are specifically tailored to different needs. Using the 
table on the next page, you can quickly find the 
bathroom series that suit your specific needs, life 
situation and budget. 

YOUR WISHES,
YOUR BATHROOM
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PRICE 
CATEGORY

Geberit ONE

Geberit Citterio

Geberit Xeno2

Geberit myDay

Geberit Acanto

Geberit iCon

Geberit VariForm

Geberit Smyle

Geberit Selnova

Geberit Selnova Square

Geberit Selnova Comfort
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↑

WASHPLACE CONFIGURATOR

Configure your individual Geberit 
washplace with just a few clicks – exactly 
in line with your individual preferences and 
requirements. 

washplaceconfigurator.geberit-global.com

↑

HOME APP

Get comprehensive support for managing 
and maintaining your Geberit products on 
your smartphone.

↑

ACTUATOR PLATE SHOWROOM

Discover the wide range of Geberit actuator 
plates and find the model that fits perfectly 
into your bathroom. 

actuatorplates.geberit-global.com/

↑

VIRTUAL SHOWROOM

Discover sanitary technology and 
bathroom equipment from Geberit on a 
virtual tour.  

virtual-showroom.geberit.com/gisa

GEBERIT ONLINE

FROM THE IDEA 
TO THE FINISHED BATHROOM

The path to your dream bathroom is based on tailored information and 
inspiration. Geberit is there to help your dreams become reality, with a 
wide range of online services, interactive planning tools and more.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP AND FIND EVERYTHING  
YOU NEED TO BRING YOUR DREAM BATHROOM 
THAT LITTLE BIT CLOSER.

geberit-global.com/service/tools-apps/

QR code for 
iOS Geberit 
Home App

QR code 
for Android 
Geberit 
Home App

34 Bathroom Magazine 35



BATHROOM
SERIES

For unique bathrooms with character: Geberit bathroom  
series create environments where individual requirements 
and wishes are catered for. They offer creative freedom so 
that everyone can make their own personal style a reality.

36 37Bathroom Magazine



The Geberit ONE bathroom series combines know-how 
in sanitary technology with versatile design expertise 
and is thus a pioneering and comprehensive solution 
for the entire bathroom. Cleverly combined in a single 
system, Geberit ONE impresses with its many benefits, 
both obvious and hidden. This means greater 
cleanliness, more space and greater flexibility in the 
bathroom.

GEBERIT
ONE

NEW

DESIGN CLEANLINESS USER- 
FRIENDLINESS

COMFORT ACCESSIBILITY

38 Bathroom Magazine 39
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WHEN DESIGN 
AND FUNCTION
BECOME ONE 

Geberit ONE offers a wide range of options for designing 
bathrooms that impress both aesthetically and functionally. 
Washbasins, bathroom furniture and mirror cabinets in various 
designs are perfectly coordinated with one another and can be 
combined to suit your individual requirements.

40 41Bathroom Magazine
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48 cm

1

The Geberit ONE washbasins with a horizontal drain 
combine the highest design requirements with unique 
functionality.

The horizontal washbasin drain has been tailored to the design 
of the washbasins and is cleverly positioned at the back edge of 
the bowl. Its innovative technology creates more space in the 
drawers of the washbasin cabinet. By shifting it to the rear, the 
drain is not directly in the water jet’s line of fire. This prevents 
water splashes from the drain, leading to a significant reduc tion 
in water and limescale residues and the amount of cleaning 
required. A magnetic attachment holds the cover exactly in 
position. The cover can be removed with a flick of the wrist in 
order to clean the attached comb insert. The version with hidden 
overflow also allows the washbasin to be filled without risk of the 
water overflowing.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

WASHBASIN VARIETY
WITH INNOVATIVE DRAIN

1 Clear lines: Angular lay-on washbasin with integrated shelf. 2 Elegantly integrated: Vanity  
basin with large shelves on the side. 3 Round lay-on washbasin with wall inlet. 4 Space for two: 
Washbasin with asymmetrical shelf on the side. 5 Water fun for two: Standard double 
washbasin with deck-mounted taps.

4 5

32
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Geberit ONE washbasins with a vertical drain are  
available in three versions: as standard washbasins 
and vanity basins in various widths, and as lay-on 
washbasins in angular or bowl-shaped designs. The 
drain has an elegant ceramic cover with an integrated 
comb insert. All models are equipped with space- 
saving drain technology that does away with the  
need for a conventional trap cutout in the cabinet. As 
a result, additional space is created in the upper 
drawer of the washbasin cabinet.

Geberit ONE washbasins with a 
classic drain take tried-and-tested 
products to a new level.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

WASHBASIN
VARIETY
WITH CLASSIC
DRAIN 48 cm

1 Vanity basin with extra-slim rim and generous shelf surfaces. 2 Large standard washbasin 
with gently rounded inner basin and matching cabinet. 3 The shelf surface at the back edge of 
the standard washbasin offers ample space for cosmetics. 4 Angular lay-on washbasin.  
5 Bowl-shaped lay-on washbasin.

1

3

54
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HORIZONTAL DRAIN

Standard projection, 48 cm Classic washbasin
W 50 cm, 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
Available with or without a tap hole  

Vanity basin
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
Available with or without a tap hole 

Lay-on washbasin
W 50 cm x D 40 cm
Available with or without a tap hole 

Lay-on washbasin
W 50 cm x D 42 cm
Available with or without a tap hole 

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

ONE BATHROOM SERIES,  
TWO DRAINS, A RANGE OF 
DESIGN VARIANTS

Geberit ONE washbasins offer a variety of shapes and formats 
with different drains. Choose from classic washbasins, vanity 
basins with a slim rim and various lay-on washbasins.

48 cm 48 cm

VERTICAL DRAIN

Standard projection, 48 cm Classic washbasin
W 50 cm, 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
Available with or without a tap hole  

Vanity basin 
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
Available with or without a tap hole  

Lay-on washbasin 
W 50 cm x D 40 cm
Available with or without a tap hole  

Lay-on washbasin 
W 50 cm x D 42 cm
Available with or without a tap hole  
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The Geberit ONE bathroom series offers a variety of sophisticated 
details that prove their worth in everyday life. All ceramic 
appliances are equipped with the durable and virtually non- 
porous special glaze KeraTect, which is particularly easy to  
keep clean. Expect more – such as easier cleaning, more space 
and clear organisation. 

Geberit ONE washbasin cabinets offer 
more storage space as they do not have 
a trap cutout.

1

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

INNOVATIVE DETAILS
THAT INSPIRE ←

The vertical drain is fitted with a  
ceramic cover and comb insert. 

→

The horizontal drain cover has a 
comb insert that is easy to remove 
and clean. A magnet holds the 
cover perfectly in position. 
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CLEAR GEOMETRIC DESIGN

Large projection for washbasin depth 48 cm
L 22 cm

ROUNDED DESIGN

Large projection for washbasin depth 48 cm
L 20.5 cm

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

WALL-MOUNTED TAP WITH 
PERFECT POSITIONING OF 
THE WATER JET

TWO VERSIONS WITH LARGER
PROJECTION
Geberit ONE wall-mounted taps offer added freedom 
of movement compared to deck-mounted taps. As 
there is no tap in the way on the washbasin surface, 
they are particularly easy to clean. You can choose 
between two versions with rounded or clear geometric 
design. 

The taps are equipped with two knobs for ergonomic 
operation. The water temperature is set on the left 
and the intensity of the water jet on the right. 

1 Ergonomic comfort – separate rotary knobs for 
tem-perature and spray intensity. 2 The Geberit 
ONE wall-mounted taps match different washbasin 
types.

2

1
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↑

WASHTOP 

for lay-on washbasins with a practical towel rail.

↑

WASHBASIN CABINET  

with washtop for lay-on washbasins.

↑

WASHBASIN CABINET 

with two drawers.

↑

WASHBASIN CABINET 

with vanity basin in SlimRim design.

↑

WASHTOP WITH WASHBASIN CABINET 

for asymmetrical positioning of washbasin  
and cabinet.

↑

CABINET WITH SINGLE DRAWER

Combination of washbasin cabinet with single 
drawer, matching low cabinet, washtop and lay-
on washbasin.

TAILOR-MADE SPACE FOR YOUR 
BATHROOM
Design the washplace that fits perfectly 
with your demands, from the washbasin, 
washbasin cabinets and low cabinets 
through to the washtops. Plan your 
storage space as generously as you want. 
Make the most of your bathroom floor plan 
and create the look you like. The perfectly 
coordinated components can be 
combined in a variety of ways and create 
functional and aesthetic unity.

↑

CABINET WITH SIDE ELEMENT

The combination of washbasin cabinet with drawer and side 
element combines a light appearance with ample storage 
space. Glass or stone covers are optionally available.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

DESIGN VARIETY FOR
UNIQUE WASHPLACES
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GEBERIT ONE BATHROOM FURNITURE: COLOURS AND SURFACES

white, matt  
coated

sand grey,  
high-gloss 
coated

white, high-gloss 
coated

BODY/ 
FRONT

greige, matt  
coated

oak,  
wood-textured 
melamine

hickory,  
wood-textured 
melamine

lava, matt  
coated

black matt

WASHTOPS

white, high-gloss coated

lava, matt coated

white, matt coated

sand grey, high-gloss coated

oak,  
wood-textured melamine

greige, matt coated

hickory,  
wood-textured melamine

marble-look stoneware, white

marble-look stoneware, black

CONTEMPORARY AND HIGHLY 
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
The expanded Geberit ONE bathroom furniture range 
offers a variety of design possibilities. The clever 
drawer mechanism with push-to-open mechanism 
and soft closing ensures quiet running and gentle 
opening and closing of the drawers while also making 
fine adjustment easier. The lay-on washbasins can 
not only be positioned centrally on the washtops, but 
also asymmetrically. All materials and surfaces are 
moisture-resistant. The entire furniture range is 
available in six coated surfaces and two wood 
surfaces. High-quality cover plates made of stoneware 
and glass are also available.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

QUALITY IN
MANY FACETS 
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2

3

1 The excellent workmanship of the Geberit bathroom 
furniture gives any bathroom a touch of exclusivity. The 
modern tall cabinet offers even more design variety and also 
provides additional practical storage space. 2 Thanks to the 
slim drain technology, there is no trap cutout in the upper 
drawer. This means there is much more storage space 
available. 3 The high-quality drawer system ensures smooth, 
quiet running. LED light strips are available as accessories.

1

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing doors 
and drawers/excerpts

Lots of storage space

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

PERFECTION
TO THE LAST DETAIL
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TIDINESS AND
CLARITY

SET
IN STONE

OPTIMAL 
CONNECTIONS

Modular arrangement systems create clarity in the 
washbasin cabinet. New LED light strips illuminate 
the drawers perfectly. 

An additional power outlet inside the 
drawer ensures that razors, hairdryers and 
more can always be connected. 

The cover made of solid marble-look stoneware in 
black or white gives the bathroom an exclusive 
appearance. Also available in white glass and lava.

STANDARD PROJECTION, 48 CM

Washbasin cabinets
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm, 135 cm
Tall cabinets, low cabinets, side elements

Washtops 
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm, 135 cm

* Stoneware only available in 120 cm length

white, high-
gloss coated

white, matt  
coated

sand grey,  
high-gloss 
coated

greige, matt  
coated

lava, matt  
coated

oak,  
wood- 
textured  
melamine

hickory,  
wood- 
textured  
melamine

black matt

white, high-
gloss coated

white, matt  
coated

sand grey,  
high-gloss 
coated

greige, matt  
coated

lava, matt  
coated

oak,  
wood- 
textured  
melamine

hickory,  
wood- 
textured  
melamine

marble-look 
stoneware, 
white*

marble-look 
stoneware, 
black*

Geberit ONE bathroom furniture offers a wide range of colours, 
surfaces and material appearances. This means that everyone 
can find the right bathroom equipment for their own personal 
style.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

YOUR BATHROOM, YOUR  
DESIGN, YOUR COLOURS
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Geberit ONE mirror cabinets with 
ComfortLight ensure perfect 
lighting according to the daily 
routine of the bathroom user: 
bright, clear and invigorating for 
getting the day off to a good start, 
soft and flattering before going to 
bed, and discreet and calming as an 
orientation light at night. Simple 
operation makes it easy to find the 
ideal lighting for your personal 
body clock.

↑

ORIENTATION LIGHT

Soft lighting for finding your way to the washplace at night and 
then getting back to sleep easily. 

↑

STANDARD LIGHT

Non-dazzling lighting for everyday activities at the washplace.

↑

CANDLE LIGHT

Discreet, warm lighting for a relaxing time in the bathroom.

↑

WORKING LIGHT

Bright, clear lighting for intensive beauty care.

Continuously dimmable 
brightness

Soft orientation light for night-
time visits to the bathroom

Non-dazzling light

The integrated lighting concept is one of the highlights of the 
Geberit ONE mirror cabinets. The four different light sources 
harmonise perfectly with one another and ensure an authentic 
mirror image without casting shadows. Natural light – from clear, 
invigorating morning light to the bright midday sun, finishing with 
a soothing sunset or atmospheric candlelight – serves as a model 
for the extensive development work carried out by the Geberit 
team. The lighting is continuously dimmable and the control 
system is intuitive to operate. Brighter light is automatically cooler 
and darker light warmer. The brightness and lighting mood thus 
adapt to the needs of the bathroom user and their body clock. 
The lighting concept is a typical example for the Geberit motto 
Design Meets Function.

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

RAYS OF LIGHT
WITH ADDED VALUE
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Geberit ONE mirror cabinets are available 
in a wide range of models for designing 
the bathroom completely according to 
your needs and personal tastes. In the 
back-to-wall installation, the storage 
space is shifted to the wall. This means 
freedom of movement at the washplace 
and a clear, tidy appearance. The models 
for classic attachment in front of the  
wall also have a slim design and can be 
installed in any bathroom without the need 
for special preparations. 

The models are available in two versions. 
All-over mirror doors hide all cosmetic 
products inside the cabinet. Meanwhile, 
shortened doors have an open, lit niche 
at the bottom, meaning regularly used 
items remain within easy reach even when 
the mirror doors are closed.

AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE

1 Shortened mirror doors have an open niche where important items can be kept within easy 
reach. 2 The mirror doors without handles have a pronounced visual lightness. 3 An integrated, 
easily accessible mains connection for a shaver or hairdryer can be found in the upper part of the 
cabinet. 4 Back-to-wall installation means the cabinet is concealed almost entirely in the 
prewall. 5 The height of the glass shelves is continuously adjustable.

1

3 5

4

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

EVERYTHING AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS 
IN THE MIRROR 
CABINET

CONCEALED GEBERIT ONE MIRROR CABINETS

Back-to-wall installation can be made quickly  
and easily in a specially prepared Geberit ONE 
washbasin installation element. 

White and anodised aluminium
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
H 90 cm 
D 15 cm

SURFACE-MOUNTED GEBERIT ONE MIRROR CABINETS

The slim mirror cabinets for mounting in front of the 
wall fit into any bathroom and are attached to the 
wall as normal.

White and anodised aluminium
W 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 120 cm
H 90 cm 
D 15 cm

The light settings can be adjusted via smartphone with the Geberit Home-App. Time-controlled 
settings are also possible, for example, for programming different lighting moods depending on the 
time of day or night. External light sources can be networked and connected to smarthome-systems 
via a DALI interface. 

2
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ACTUATOR PLATE

Geberit actuator plate 
Sigma50.

The wall-hung Geberit ONE WC boasts an elegant, 
perfectly balanced design. A eureka moment comes 
when opening the lid, revealing the asymmetrical, 
completely rimless inner geometry of the WC ceramic 
appliance. TurboFlush flush technology: The 
asymmetrical geometry of the ceramic appliance  
and lateral water inlet result in a unique flushing-out 
performance. The technology is much more effective 
than a normal flush, not to mention much quieter and 
more efficient. The WC seat and lid can be easily 
removed with a flick of the wrist for cleaning. Thanks 
to the sophisticated installation technology, the 
height of the ceramic appliance can be flexibly 
adjusted without needing to open up or damage the 
wall – even years after being installed.

Hidden 
wall mounting

WC seat with 
SoftClosing mechanism

Adjustable flush volume

Ground clearance

↑

The WC lid can be removed individually to ensure 
easy cleaning.

CLEANLINESS AND INTEGRATED FLEXIBILITY

↑

The WC lid and seat can be removed by pulling them 
upwards after raising them.

TurboFlush

WHEN DESIGN AND FUNCTION BECOME ONE

PERFECT PROPORTIONS,
CLEVER DETAILS
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LIVE YOUR DREAM OF THE PERFECT  
BATHROOM – TRY OUT THE WASHPLACE 
CONFIGURATOR TODAY!  

washplaceconfigurator.geberit-global.com

The washplace is the focal point of any bathroom. With the Geberit 
Washplace Configurator, we make it easy for you to create the perfect 
combination of washbasin, mirror cabinet and other bathroom furniture 
that meets your preferences and requirements to the letter. Try it out 
for yourself on your PC, tablet or smartphone!

BECAUSE YOUR
TASTE MATTERS
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The designer range Geberit Citterio combines 
unusual shapes with special materials, resulting in   
an unmistakable design language. The premium 
bathroom series reflects the unique design hallmarks 
of the renowned Italian architect and designer 
Antonio Citterio: Remarkable originality meets 
timeless elegance and quality. Italian design with 
simple, timeless elegance.

GEBERIT
CITTERIO

DESIGN CLEANLINESS COMFORT
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma50. Available in 
different materials and colours.

MIRRORS

Geberit Citterio mirrors with 
ambient lighting.

WASHBASINS

Geberit Citterio washbasins 
with high-quality KeraTect 
glaze cover.WASHBASIN CABINETS

Geberit Citterio washbasin 
cabinets made of elegant 
materials and in unique 
colours.

WC

Geberit Citterio Rimfree 
WCs offer the perfect  
combination of design  
and function.
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GEBERIT CITTERIO
WASHBASINS

1 The gently curved inner basin is an exciting contrast to the geometric outer form. 2 The lay-on washbasins in a 
pure organic shape are especially eye-catching. 3 Matching washbasin cabinets mean that cosmetic products are  
always within reach. 4 Washbasins, bathroom furniture and illuminated mirrors. 5 Geberit Citterio offers elegant 
solutions when space is at a premium, such as in guest bathrooms. 6 Stylish storage space for sophisticated 
bathroom designs.

2 3

5 6

1

4

Symmetrical lines frame gently rounded 
inner basins and provide generous space 
for washbasins. A perfectly designed and 
specially developed, ceramic waste cover 
is seamlessly incorporated into the basin 

design. Nothing can disrupt the aesthet ics 
of the washbasins, as they are designed 
completely without an overflow hole, 
made possible by the patented Geberit 
washbasin connector Clou.

Hidden overflow

(Clou connector as an option)

With their Italian design, the washbasins from Geberit 
Citterio embody a simple and timeless elegance.

Ceramic drain cover 
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GEBERIT CITTERIO
BATHROOM FURNITURE

GENUINE ITALIAN DESIGN GRANDEUR
The generous storage space solutions complement the puristic 
organic elegance of the Geberit Citterio bathroom ceramics.  
The design series is synonymous with a distinctive ordered 
aesthetic.

The finish on the Geberit Citterio washbasin cabinets is as unique 
as you are. High-quality glass cover plates in shades to match 
the chosen furniture colour lend the Geberit Citterio bathroom 
furniture an additional shine. The combination of wood and glass 
results in an exciting and elegant interplay – rounded off by the 
door handles in on-trend champagne.

1 2 3

4

1 Generous storage space. 2 Champagne-coloured metal elements create design highlights. 3 The  
ergonomic profile handles are also designed in on-trend champagne. 4 Wall-mounted tall cabinets  
provide plenty of space when space is at a premium.

GEBERIT CITTERIO BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS AND SURFACES

oak beige, 
wood-textured 
melamine

BODY

taupe glass

FRONT/ 
PLATE

oak grey-brown, 
wood-textured 
melamine

BODY

black glass

FRONT/ 
PLATE

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing doors 
and drawers/excerpts

Glass fronts

HANDLE/ 
FEET

champagne
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GEBERIT CITTERIO
WCS AND BIDETS

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma50.

The round, flowing shapes of the Rimfree Geberit Citterio WCs 
and bidets fit perfectly into the series design. They offer a 
combination of visual clarity and functional purity. 

Hidden wall mounting

Hidden floor  
mounting

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

→ ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma50.
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The designer range Geberit Xeno² is synonymous 
with architectonic design minimalism. Clear geometric 
lines outside – soft, natural shapes inside. This 
combination leads to surprising results that are easy 
on the eye and a joy to use. Geberit Xeno² boasts a 
perfectly coordinated product range comprising 
intelligent, well-thought-through elements created in 
an identical design language. Contrasting design, 
harmoniously combined.

GEBERIT
XENO2

DESIGN CLEANLINESS COMFORT
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate 
Sigma60.

WC 

The Geberit Xeno2  
Rimfree WC follows 

the geometric design 
language of the 

series. 

WASHBASIN CABINETS 

Geberit Xeno2 washbasin cabinets 
in a minimalistic design.

MIRROR 

Geberit Xeno2 mirrors with antimist 
function as well as functional 
and ambient lighting provide a 
comfortable atmosphere.

WASHBASINS 

Geberit Xeno2 washbasin with a 
high smoothness of the ceramic 
surface thanks to the KeraTect 
glaze.
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GEBERIT XENO2

WASHBASINS

1 The soft curved form of the basin appears as an exciting contrast to the clearly geometric outer contour of  
the washbasins. 2 A clear focus: bathroom furniture and WCs perfectly match the washbasins. 3 The geometric 
design language of Geberit Xeno2 for modern bathroom designs. 4 A slightly raised tap hole bench is a beautiful 
and convenient design aspect. 5 Exceptional: asymmetrical basin form with shelf at the side and rear. 6 The 
asymmetrical basin form permits interesting solutions even in small spaces.

2 3

6

1

5

As an expression of the natural clear lines, Geberit Xeno2 
washbasins have a slightly raised tap hole bench with a narrow 
platform to the edge of the basin. The absence of overflow holes 
means that the aesthetics of the inner basin’s flowing forms are 
not disrupted. The clear design statement also offers advantages 
when it comes to hygiene and ease of cleaning.

4

Hidden overflow

Minimalist and superior design combined with 
convenient and versatile functions: Geberit Xeno2.
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GEBERIT XENO2

WASHBASINS  
SLIM LINE

1 An elegant washbasin area for two people with a light strip discreetly incorporated between the wash basin  
and the washbasin cabinet. 2 The washbasin cabinets can also be combined with the functional towel rails from  
Geberit’s bathroom accessory range. 3 A gentle push-to-open mechanism for easy opening and closing of the 
drawers. 4 The light strip also lights up the washbasin cabinets, which can be laid out in a variety of different 
ways. 5 An inviting and spacious washbasin area with wall-mounted taps and a matching illuminated mirror.

3

2

5

1

4

SLIM LINES FOR EXCLUSIVE 
WASHBASIN AREAS
Geberit Xeno² washbasins made of the solid surface 
material Varicor® stand out due to their particularly 
SlimRim. Together with the matching bathroom 
furniture, they create highly exclusive bathrooms 
featuring washbasin areas that are spacious while at 
the same time boasting a lightweight appearance. 
Fascinating details such as an integrated light strip 
underneath the washbasin provide interesting 
highlights.

Hidden overflow

Solid surface material
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GEBERIT XENO2

BATHROOM FURNITURE

AN ELEGANT LINE WITH 
CLEVER DETAILS
The elegant Geberit Xeno2 bathroom 
furniture follows the geometry of the 
ceramic, creating a minimalistic bathroom 
ambience. Sophisticated furniture fronts 
lend the series a naturally lightweight 
appearance. The handle-free washbasin 
cabinets underline the minimalist design 
with a functional push-to-open 
mechanism that ensures ease of use. The 
furniture provides generous storage 
space, with practical features such as 
antislip mats and clever arrangement 
systems for bathroom accessories. 
Integrated LED lighting ensures a perfect 
view inside the upper drawers.

ELEGANT GLASS COVER PLATES
Glass cover plates underline the elegant 
look and provide lasting surface protection 
for washbasin and side cabinets. 

Convenience meets precision in the       
170 cm tall cabinet. The fitted highlights 
include variable glass shelves, a large 
internal mirror, integrated profile handles 
and a convenient SoftClosing mechanism. 
The cabinet for handrinse basins and the 
tall cabinet are available with right-hand 
or left-hand doors. 

GEBERIT XENO2 ILLUMINATED  
MIRRORS CREATE AMBIENCE
Matching illuminated mirrors with LEDs 
follow the strict geometry of the Geberit 
Xeno2 series. Available for all Xeno2 
washbasins in widths from 40 to 120cm, 
they allow the washbasin to take centre 
stage with atmospheric, indirect light. 
When applying make-up or shaving, direct 
lighting from above can be activated via a 
sensor switch with a dimming function. 
For a clear view at all times, antimist 
heating is available for the mirror surfaces.

2 3

white, high-gloss 
coated

white, matt 
coated

greige, matt 
coated

BODY/ 
FRONT

GEBERIT XENO2 BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS AND SURFACES

1 Versatile drawers with push-to-open mechanism ensure order and convenience. 2 The Geberit 
Xeno2 illuminated mirrors with antimist function for a clear view in all situations. 3 Sophisticated 
furniture fronts underline the lightweight appearance of the bathroom furniture series.

1

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing drawers 
and doors/excerpts

Push-to-open

scultura-grey, 
wood-textured 
melamine
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate 
Sigma70.

GEBERIT XENO2

WC AND BIDET

Geberit Xeno2 WC and  bidet  
continue the powerful design of 
the washbasins.

Contours with a clear edge, spacious, smooth and 
closed outer surfaces, and concealed fastenings 
characterise  the Geberit Xeno2 WC and bidet, making 
them easier to clean. In line with this,  the Geberit 
Rimfree WC is fitted with a flat, integrated seat with  
SoftClosing mechanism. 

Hidden wall mounting

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance
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The designer range Geberit myDay impresses thanks 
to its soft, organic and yet very emotional shapes. This 
results in a natural feel-good aesthetic that provides a 
welcome break from the hustle and bustle of everyday 
life. However, Geberit myDay doesn’t just boast good 
looks, it also has a lot to offer in terms of functions: 
Emotional shapes meet a relaxed look.

GEBERIT
MYDAY

DESIGN CLEANLINESS COMFORT
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BATHTUB 

The generously sized Geberit 
myDay bathtub rounds off the  

bathroom range. 

MIRROR 

Geberit myDay mirror with 
indirect lighting. 

BATHROOM FURNITURE 

Geberit myDay bathroom 
furniture with a gently curved 

feel-good aesthetic. 

WCS AND BIDETS 

Geberit myDay WCs and bidets 
have a unique design featuring 
a combination of geometrically 
straight lines and characteristic 
curves.

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma50.

WASHBASIN 

Geberit myDay washbasins 
feature flowing, light shapes and 
are available in many different 
sizes – including as a countertop 
washbasin.
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GEBERIT MYDAY
WASHBASINS

1

2 3Bathrooms that invite you to kick back and relax: 
With a unique design that incorporates flowing 
shapes, Geberit myDay brings a natural and elegant 
lightness to the bathroom.

1 The large double washbasin has two tap holes. 2 Geberit myDay washbasins  
impress thanks to their flowing, elegant design, which brings an added sense of 
lightness to the bathroom. 3 The Geberit myDay handrinse basin is also available 
in practical design models for guest WCs.

A PERFECT WAY TO START THE DAY 
IN STYLE
Geberit myDay impresses thanks to its 
flowing, elegant shapes, thus creating an 
ambience of natural lightness. This is 
down to the unique design of the ceramic 
sanitary appliances, which incorporates 
soft curves and large radii. Standard 
washbasin sizes as well as a double and 
countertop washbasin offer a high de gree 
of flexibility that caters for personal design 
preferences. The large-sized drain covers 
with high-quality chrome edging are 
practical and elegant.

Clever: the patented Clou system, which 
can be added.

Hidden overflow

Ceramic waste cover 
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GEBERIT MYDAY
BATHROOM FURNITURE

4

2

3

1

white, high-gloss 
coated

taupe, high-gloss 
coated

BODY/ 
FRONT

GEBERIT MYDAY BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS AND SURFACES

1 The integrated arrangement system allows bathroom accessories to be stored away in an organised 
manner in next to no time. 2 A practical tall cabinet with four adjustable shelves and door organiser offers 
lots of storage space. 3 Washbasin cabinets in current trend colours fit perfectly with the smooth lines  
of the ceramic sanitary appliances in the Geberit myDay series. 4 An elegant solution with a lay-on 
washbasin. Generously sized shelf surface with glass cover.

FURNITURE WITH PRACTICAL FEATURES AND 
COMFORT-ENHANCING DETAILS
The bathroom furniture from the designer range stands out 
thanks to the softly rounded edges on the fronts. The interior 
impresses with practical features and comfort-enhancing details 
such as antislip mats and internal LED lighting in the wash  basin 
cabinets. Illuminated mirrors are available with antimist function 
as standard.

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing drawers/
excerpts

Integrated light

chrome

HANDLE
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator  
plate Sigma50.

GEBERIT MYDAY
WCS AND BIDETS

HARMONY AND HYGIENE IN A 
PERFECT DESIGN
The wall-hung WC from Geberit myDay fits in perfectly 
and is the ideal addition to the design line. The straight 
lines are also characteristically rounded and offer a 
look that is both solid and delicate at the same time. 
The hidden wall fixing and the closed outer contour, 
the latter of which rounds off the understated design 
and is easy to clean, also contribute to the balanced 
overall appearance. The WC seat combines with the 
WC ceramic appliance in a stylish and sophisticated 
way and is optionally available with a SoftClosing 
mechanism. The non-porous surface is completely 
smooth and therefore dirt-repellent and easy to clean. 
The bidet, whose design perfectly matches that of 
the WC, is also a thing of beauty. The soft curves 
provide a comfortable grip and the interior is so well 
designed that using the stylish bidet is a joy.

Hidden wall mounting

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

→ ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma50.
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GEBERIT MYDAY
BATHTUB

A STYLISH PLACE FOR WELL-
EARNED WELLNESS BREAKS
The generously sized Geberit myDay 
bathtub boasts the sophisticated flowing 
design seen throughout the rest of the 
series. The appearance is characterised 
by soft inner contours; the bathtub has 
the same perfectly designed drain covers 
with chrome edging as the washbasins. 
These don’t just look the part, they also 
feel pleasantly smooth.
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The complete bathroom series Geberit Acanto 
combines a clear design with organic shapes and 
smart detailed solutions that meet the most diverse 
requirements and design wishes. The individuality of 
your lifestyle is matched by Acanto’s diversely 
modular nature: clear lines, individual details.

GEBERIT
ACANTO

DESIGN CLEANLINESS USABILITY
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma21.

BATHTUB 

Geberit Soana 
bathtubs with extra 
slim edges.

WC

Geberit Acanto Rimfree WCs 
with QuickRelease hinges make 
cleaning quick and easy.

WASHBASIN

Geberit Acanto washbasins are 
available in various styles and sizes.

MIRROR CABINET

Geberit Acanto mirror cabinet with 
innovative features.

BATHROOM FURNITURE

The Geberit Acanto furniture 
concept provides well-
organised storage space.

MAGNETIC BOARD

Flexible storage space with fixtures 
which can be repositioned at any 
time.
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GEBERIT ACANTO
WASHBASINS

1 Harmonious furniture concepts with a great deal of creative freedom: Geberit Acanto bathroom series.  
2 The washbasin with integrated shelf surface is a visual highlight and offers clear, added value. 3 The  
SlimRim washbasins have a particularly elegant, slender appearance. 4 Combination of SlimRim washbasin 
with under and side cabinets for a lot of storage space. 5 Space-saving solutions for guest bathrooms.

2

CLEAR DESIGNS, SLIM CONTOURS, GENTLE CURVES
The washbasins from the Geberit Acanto bathroom series are 
presented in a timelessly modern soft organic design, with clear 
geometric contours and organically shaped inner basins. They 
are available in different variances as standard, slim or compact 
basins in different sizes. In this way, Geberit is meeting the desire 
for attractive, modern and individually designed bathrooms. The 
SlimRim design gives washbasins a particularly elegant, slender 
appearance. The standard washbasins are available with and 

without shelf surface or with short projection for en-suites and 
guest bathrooms. Furthermore, the Acanto series offers two 
washbasins with integrated ceramic Clou system and no overflow 
hole.

4

3

1

5

Compact option
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GEBERIT ACANTO
BATHROOM FURNITURE

FURNITURE TO EXPRESS YOUR INDIVIDUALITY
The Geberit Acanto bathroom furniture offers freedom of  
design and functional excellence. Following extensive tests with 
consumers, the series has been developed to meet the widest 
variety of everyday needs. The inside of the furniture is 
surprisingly flexible, with the arrangement of the drawers, 
compartments and shelves creating an uncluttered environment. 
Magnetic boards – which can be mounted on the wall – enable 
storage trays or brackets to be attached precisely where the 
cosmetic items are needed. The innovative concept transforms 
the mirror cabinet above the washbasin into a beauty centre with 
a built-in magnifying mirror offering greater versatility.

With a wide range of washbasin cabinets, tall cabinets, mirror 
cabinets and shelf solutions, the Geberit Acanto bathroom 
furniture creates the perfect storage space for every bathroom. 
The furniture is available in the four colours white, sand grey, lava 
and black. 

The designers of the bathroom furniture placed a particular 
emphasis on a modern combination of different materials and 
surfaces such as glass, metal, painted and wood finishes, not to 
mention the individual composition of the different furniture 
types. 

GEBERIT ACANTO BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS AND SURFACES

1 The additional drawer insert makes the washbasin cabinet even more versatile. 
2 Practical: Mirror cabinet with innovative features, supplemented by a wall shelf for 
cosmetics. 3 The tall cabinet with pull-out unit provides well-organised storage 
space for your cosmetics and bathroom textiles.

3

1 2

lava, matt  
coated

lava glass

BODY

FRONT

black, matt 
coated

black glass

white, high-gloss 
coated

white glass

sand grey, matt 
coated

sand grey glass mystic oak

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing drawers/
excerpts

mystic oak 
(mirror cabinets)
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma20.

GEBERIT ACANTO
WCS AND BIDETS

TIMELESS CERAMIC CONTOURS 
FOR BATHROOMS OF THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY
The Geberit Acanto WCs and bidets  
follow the soft-organic design of the inner 
bowl of the washbasins. The WCs have a 
 Rimfree design, which not only looks great 
but is also easier to clean and more 
hygienic. The WC seat with QuickRelease 
hinges makes cleaning quick and easy. 
The external shape also has a consistent, 
smooth surface with hidden fastenings 
for both wall-hung and floor-standing 
models.

Hidden wall  
mounting

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

QuickRelease

Hidden floor  
mounting

→ ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma50.

→ ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma20.
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GEBERIT
ICON

NEUNEW

DESIGN CLEANLINESS SPACE-SAVING

Linear design, clear lines and yet so flexible – that is  
the Geberit iCon complete bathroom series in a 
nutshell. An extensive range of ceramic appliances 
and bathroom furniture in a modern design language 
provides the maximum in design flexibility and stands 
out due to its impressive versatility. For people who are  
just as multifaceted. Simple appearance, flexibility in 
bathroom design.
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BATHROOM FURNITURE 

Washbasin cabinets and low cabinets can be 
used to create perfect storage space solutions 
for any bathroom.

ACTUATOR PLATE

Geberit actuator plate  
Sigma21.

WC

The optimised ceramic design of 
the Geberit iCon Rimfree WC is 
particularly easy to clean.

WASHBASIN

Geberit iCon washbasins come in 
lots of shapes and sizes, including 
double washbasins.

SHELF ELEMENTS

Open shelf elements make sure 
everything you need is at your 
fingertips in the washbasin area.

MIRROR 

The Geberit Option Plus 
mirror fits in with the clean 

lines of the entire series.

SHOWER SURFACE

Geberit Olona.
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GEBERIT ICON
WASHBASINS

1 Flexible room design with clean lines: Geberit iCon LightRim washbasin and modular furniture 
concept. 2 Extra slim: Geberit iCon SlimRim double washbasin. 3 Clean lines and softly rounded 
inner basins are common to all Geberit iCon washbasins. 4 The SlimRim washbasins ensure a 
pronounced sense of lightness when combined with the perfectly matching cabinets. 

4

The washbasin ceramic appliances of the bathroom 
series Geberit iCon are available in three rim heights: 
as a standard washbasin with a rim height of 9 cm, in 
LightRim design with a reduced rim height of 5.5 cm 
and as a SlimRim vanity basin with a rim height of just 
1.5 cm.

1

2

1

3

The look of the Geberit iCon washbasins is 
characterised by the clear, geometric lines of 
the outer contours.
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GEBERIT ICON
MODULARITY

↑

The diverse furniture range opens up individual 
possibilities for creating space and keeping 
everything you need at your fingertips.

↑

COMBINATION POSSIBILITIES WITH GEBERIT OPTION PLUS  
MIRROR ELEMENTS

The illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets from the Geberit Option Plus 
product range harmonise perfectly with the Geberit iCon bathroom 
series. They offer diverse options for illuminating the washplace 
perfectly and enhancing it with additional comfort functions and added 
storage space. More information can be found from page 190 on.

SLIMRIM

Vanity basins in SlimRim design  
with a rim height of just 1.5 cm*.

LIGHTRIM

Washbasins in LightRim design 
with a rim height of 5.5 cm.

CLASSIC

Standard washbasin  
with a rim height of 9 cm.

* Only in combination with washbasin cabinet
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GEBERIT ICON
BATHROOM FURNITURE

1 2

1 The easily movable drawers on the washbasin cabinet close gently thanks to the soft-closing 
mechanism. 2 Thanks to its extremely flat trap, the upper drawer does not require a trap cutout and thus 
offers more storage space. 3 Flat tall cabinet with practical, integrated large mirror on the inside of the 
door and wide door opening.

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing mechanism  
for drawers and doors

Compact option

↑
HANDLES IN FIVE 
COLOURS

• Replaceable profile
handles

• Tone in tone or
consciously contrasting
with the furniture
surfaces

3

HANDLES

white, matt

chrome, polished

sand grey, matt

lava, matt

black, matt

The drawers on the Geberit iCon washbasin, tall cabinets and 
low cabinets are equipped with a soft-closing mechanism. Closed 
and open furniture elements offer ample and practical storage 
space. They can be combined in many ways to create unique and 
effective room designs. By combining illuminated mirrors and 
side elements, it is possible to create interesting room highlights 
and visual connections to the low cabinets and tall cabinets.

GEBERIT ICON BATHROOM FURNITURE: COLOURS AND SURFACES

BODY/ 
FRONT

hickory,  
wood-textured 
melamine

white, high-gloss  
coated

white, matt  
coated

lava, matt  
coated

oak,  
wood-textured 
melamine

sand grey,  
high-gloss 
coated
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GEBERIT ICON
WCS AND BIDETS

1

3

2

NEW

WCs and bidets are available in rounded and square 
design both wall-hung and floor-standing. This means 
all customers find a perfect solution for their own 
personal wishes and spatial requirements. An 
optimised Rimfree technology makes the rounded 
wall-hung WC even easier to clean.

1 Rimfree WC and bidet in a perfectly coordinated design. 2 Optional Geberit iCon WC seat  
in a narrow design with QuickRelease function. 3 Attractive geometric design option: Geberit 
iConSquare WC and bidet.

ACTUATOR PLATE

Geberit actuator plate Sigma50. Available in 
different materials and colour variants.

Hidden wall  
mounting

Hidden floor  
mounting

Dual flush

SoftClosing  
mechanism WC seat

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

QuickRelease
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GEBERIT ICON
WASHPLACES 
FOR GUEST 
BATHROOMS

1 Matching bathroom furniture supplements the range of Geberit iCon handrinse basins. 2 Corner handrinse basins 
make perfect use of space in small bathrooms and guest bathrooms. 3 A clever solution: Washbasin and attractively 
designed storage space in a very small space. 4 Perfect illumination: Option Plus illuminated mirror with 40 cm width. 
5 Washbasin drawers with a soft-closing mechanism offer outstanding convenience.

WASHBASIN SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL FLOOR PLANS
The Geberit iCon bathroom series includes washbasins that  
are specially designed for small bathrooms or guest WCs. They 
offer a wide range of solutions for cramped floor plans. Shelves 
on the side and tap holes allow for low installation depths.  
Cor ner solutions also mean they can be installed in niches.  

Washbasin cabinets, low cabinets and side elements matching  
the dimensions of the washbasins create storage space. The 
Geberit Option Plus illuminated mirror with a width of just 40 cm 
provides pleasant illumination in small bathrooms and is 
compatible with the space-saving washbasins.

1

2 3

4 5

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing mechanism  
for drawers and doors

Compact option
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The Geberit VariForm design concept is based on the 
four basic geometric shapes – round, rectangle, oval and 
ellipse and the three most common installation types. 
Together with the Geberit VariForm bathroom furniture 
with its calm, understated design, the range now offers 
the creative freedom to design the bathroom exactly in 
line with one’s own individual wishes. Modular washbasin 
area solutions for absolute design freedom.

GEBERIT
VARIFORM

DESIGN CLEANLINESS USABILITY
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1

2

GEBERIT VARIFORM
MODERN WASH BASINS

the ceramic or the base panel – or alternatively, as  
a wall-mounted tap on the prewall installation. All  
Geberit VariForm models feature a generous basin 
depth to ensure freedom of movement in ergonomic 
conditions. Made from high-quality sanitary ceramic, 
the washbasins are scratchproof and resistant to 
cracks, as well as easy to care for. 

THE LATEST DESIGN TRENDS –  
MADE VERSATILE AND ERGONOMIC 
The streamlined rims of Geberit VariForm washbasins 
are the perfect match for cutting-edge bathroom 
designs. Countertop and lay-on washbasins are  
available both with and without a tap hole bench.  
The tap can be installed as a deck-mounted tap on 

1 Lay-on washbasins with gently rounded elliptic 
shape, combined with wall-mounted taps.
2 Lay-on washbasins with clean rectangular 
geometric shape, with deck-mounted taps on base 
panel. 
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↑

GEBERIT VARIFORM WASHBASIN

Round design line.

↑

GEBERIT VARIFORM WASHBASIN

Oval design line.

↑

Lay-on, countertop or under-countertop:  
Geberit VariForm washbasins cover all the bases. 

↑

GEBERIT VARIFORM WASHBASIN

Ellipse design line.

↑

GEBERIT VARIFORM WASHBASIN

Rectangle design line.

The Geberit VariForm design concept is based on the four most 
important basic geometric shapes, using them to create new 
and different variations every time. The under-countertop, 
countertop and lay-on washbasins from the ceramic appliance 
series are suitable for public sanitary facilities as well as 
washbasin areas in hotel and private bathrooms. The modular 
system offers an almost endless range of design options.
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1

GEBERIT VARIFORM
WASHBASIN  
CABINETS FOR  
LAY-ON WASHBASINS

GEBERIT VARIFORM BATHROOM FURNITURE: 
COLOURS AND SURFACES

lava, matt  
coated

hickorywhite, high-gloss 
coated

BODY/FRONT

oak

Geberit VariForm bathroom 
furniture expands the 
design possibilities of 
the washbasin area with 
VariForm lay-on washbasins.

FOR WASHBASIN AREAS WITH 
STYLE AND STORAGE SPACE
The calm, understated design of the  
Geberit VariForm washbasin cabinets 
gives the washbasin area a sense of 
lightness and perfectly complements the  
lean, modern design of the washbasins. 
The modular system permits flexible  
planning adjusted to the space. The  

washbasin cabinet is obtainable in widths 
of 75 and 90 cm, each with one drawer. 
The elements are additionally available as 
a set with a low cabinet of the same 
construction height or in an L-shape with 
a larger low cabinet. If even more storage 
space or two washbasins are required in 
the bathroom, different combinations can 
be connected with each other according 
to preference. The furniture comes in a 
wide range of colours – white, lava, oak 
and hickory – and therefore blends in  
harmoniously with a wide range of 
furnishing styles.

432

COVER PLATE

white matt, melamine covered

lava matt, melamine covered

oak, wood-textured melamine

hickory, wood-textured melamine

1 An ornate black edging provides for a great visual effect on the narrow shelf 
surfaces. 2 The L-shaped washbasin cabinet offers even more storage space.  
3 The interior can be used to its full potential thanks to drawers without a trap 
cutout. 4 The VariForm washbasin cabinets can be combined perfectly with the 
Geberit iCon tall cabinets in matching surfaces.
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With its contemporary design and ornate lines, the  
re-designed Geberit Smyle bathroom series creates 
a relaxing and positive bathroom ambience and 
brings harmony and lightness into family and guest 
bathrooms. With a clear sense of order and efficient 
use of space, Smyle achieves the highest level of 
convenience in the bathroom from any structural 
situation. Subtle shapes, maximum function.

GEBERIT
SMYLE

DESIGN CLEANLINESS
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MIRROR 

Geberit Option mirror offers perfect 
light for the everyday bathroom 
routine.

BATHROOM FURNITURE 

Differently combinable tall cabinets 
with closed and open elements.

BIDET

The Geberit Smyle 
bidet in the same look 
for bathrooms with a 
coherent design.

WC

The Geberit Smyle WC ceramic 
appliance is now fully shrouded, 
making it even easier to clean.

WASHBASIN 

Washbasins and corresponding 
washbasin cabinets are available  
in different styles and sizes.

SHOWER SOLUTION 

Geberit shower 
channel CleanLine20.

ACTUATOR PLATE 

The geometric clarity of 
Geberit Sigma30 fits perfectly 
with Geberit Smyle.
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GEBERIT SMYLE
WASHBASINS

1 Spacious double washbasin: the profile handle of  
the washbasin cabinet is perfectly adapted to the 
curve of the basin. 2 Integrated lighting elements in 
the mirror help the washbasin area take centre stage.  
3 Washbasins in a soft-organic design. 4 Washbasins 
in a soft-geometric design. 5 A wide bathroom 
furniture range with attractive surfaces.

1

CAPTIVATING LIGHTWEIGHT APPEARANCE
Ornate lines, harmonious shapes and narrow rims characterise 
the washbasins of the Geberit Smyle complete bathroom series. 
They provide an exciting contrast to the functional design of the 
inner basin and the generous shelf surfaces at the rear of the 
washbasins. The profile handles of the washbasin cabinets mirror 
the design of the washbasins and underline the harmonious 
appearance. Geberit Smyle washbasins are available in two 
designs and many different sizes, from handrinse basin to 
comfortable double washbasin. It thus offers a wide range of 
solutions to meet all requirements in the modern bathroom.

5

2

3

4
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MORE DESIGN FREEDOM IN THE BATHROOM
As part of the facelift given to the Smyle bathroom series,  
Geberit adapted the furniture to the form of the ceramic 
washbasins. To achieve this, the furniture concept features thin 
washbasin contours. As is standard at Geberit, high-quality 
materials, coated surfaces and modular elements are used. The 
washbasin cabinets, low cabinets, medium cabinets and wall 
shelf with towel hook can be mixed and matched to create a wide 
range of furniture combinations that optimally use the space in 
the bathroom and meet diverse furnishing wishes. 

Depending on requirements, open cabinets can also be combined 
with closed ones, for example. Additionally available drawer 
inserts give the storage space a clear structure. Glass shelves 
and an internal mirror give the medium cabinets a touch of 
premium class. Colour-adapted glass tops protect the shelf 
surfaces on the low cabinet. The integrated profile handles have 
the same colour as the fronts of the furniture, with their matt 
surface and ornate lines forming a subtle contrast.

sand grey,  
high-gloss 
coated

lava, matt  
coated

BODY/ 
FRONT

GEBERIT SMYLE BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS AND SURFACES

white, high-gloss 
coated

hickory, 
wood-textured 
melamine

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing drawers/
excerpts

GEBERIT SMYLE
BATHROOM FURNITURE

1

2 3 4

1 Cosmetic products can be neatly stored in the bathroom 
furniture’s SoftClosing drawers. 2 Handrinse basins with 
matching washbasin cabinets are suitable for the furnishing of 
small bathrooms and guest toilets. 3 Bathroom furniture with 
ground clearance makes cleaning the floor easier. 4 Magnetic 
boards with movable shelves offer a high degree of flexibility.

HANDLE

white, matt powdered-coated 
(Front: white)

lava, matt powdered-coated 
(Front: lava & hickory)

sand grey, matt powdered-coated 
(Front: sand grey)
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate 
Sigma30.

WCs and bidets continue the 
characteristically light Geberit 
Smyle design language and ensure a 
harmonious mix.

The form of the WCs and bidets closely  
follows the design of the wash basins. The Smyle 
series offers standard and premium design solutions 
for wall-hung and floor-standing WCs and bidets. 
WCs are available as a Rimfree option.

SoftClosing

Ground clearance

QuickRelease function  
for the WC seat

GEBERIT SMYLE
WCS AND  
BIDETS

↑

Slim WC seats are available in two 
design versions: overlapping or 
sandwich.

→

ACTUATOR PLATE:
Geberit Sigma20.
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With its classic lines, the Geberit Selnova bathroom 
series can be incorporated into any bathroom. Geberit 
has selected a simple and discreet design and brought 
the functionality to the fore. Geberit Selnova sets 
itself apart with its outstanding value for money and 
the uncompromisingly high quality that has become 
synonymous with Geberit. Classically timeless. For 
every bathroom.

GEBERIT
SELNOVA

DESIGN CLEANLINESS ACCESSIBILITY
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WASHBASINS 
Geberit Selnova washbasins are 
available in different shapes and 

formats.

MIRROR

Geberit Option mirror with 
functional lighting.

ACTUATOR PLATE 
Geberit Sigma30. Available in 

different materials and colours.

WC
 Geberit Selnova offers a wide 

range of wall-hung and floor-
standing WCs.
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GEBERIT SELNOVA
WASHBASINS

HARMONIOUS BATHROOMS FOR ALL ROOM SIZES
The washbasins from the Geberit Selnova have an evenly 
rounded basic form. The inspiration behind this is provided by 
basin radii with an organic, natural shape. The design language 
of Geberit Selnova is characterised by a naturally soft geometry 
with gentle curves. The softly curving inner basin and a slim basin 
edge segue into a large tap hole bench that serves as a storage 
space. The range of ceramic appliances is rounded off by built-in 
and under-countertop washbasins. 

32

1

1 The soft curves of Geberit Selnova are adapted from nature. 2 Slim edge with a smooth 
transition to the storage space behind. 3 Washbasin solutions with a pedestal to conceal the trap.

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Omega20. 
Available in different 

materials and colours.

WC 

Geberit Selnova offers a 
wide range of wall-hung and 
floor-standing WCs.

WASHBASINS 

Geberit Selnova 
washbasins are 
available in different 
shapes and formats.

MIRROR 

Geberit Option mirror with            
functional lighting.
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GEBERIT SELNOVA
WCS AND BIDETS

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma01.

This Geberit Selnova WC ceramic 
is installed 5 cm higher than a 
standard installation.

SUITABLE WCS FOR EVERY  
CONSTRUCTION  SITUATION
The WC ceramic appliances from Geberit Selnova also feature classically 
soft curves. In order to offer modernisation solutions for every bathroom, 
they are available as a wall-hung and floor-standing model. With Rimfree 
technology the WC ceramic appliances are particularly easy to look after.

Matching bidets are also available as a wall-hung and floor-standing model.

ACTUATOR PLATE

Geberit Sigma21.

The wide range of wall-hung and floor-standing 
WCs with built-in ceramic cisterns has a solution 
for everyone when it comes to meeting structural 
requirements in the bathroom.

↓

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance
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Geberit Selnova’s classic designs blend harmoniously 
into every room. This is in addition to many clever 
solutions for special requirements, making it very easy 
and affordable to get an old bathroom to shine in new 
splendour in all its modern glory. Corners and edges, 
new highlights.

GEBERIT
SELNOVA 
SQUARE

DESIGN CLEANLINESS ACCESSIBILITY
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2 3

An elegant pair – the integrated washbasin with 
particularly narrow rim combined with the  
washbasin cabinet. 

SLEEK ELEGANCE, PERFECTLY TRIMMED
The new, sleek Geberit Selnova Square washbasins 
combine a clear rectangular design with an organically 
shaped inner basin. They form a perfect unit with their 
washbasin cabinets and matching bathroom furniture 
with trendy surfaces in white high-gloss coated. 

GEBERIT  
SELNOVA SQUARE
WASHBASINS SLIM
AND BATHROOM 
FURNITURE
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GEBERIT 
SELNOVA SQUARE
BATHROOM FURNITURE
A CLEAN-LINED CONCEPT
Clean lines and gentle chamfering are  
the key features of Selnova bathroom 
furniture. The washbasins taper 
downwards to form a connection with the 
cabinets underneath, which are set 
noticeably further back. This approach 
enhances the slimline, lightweight 
appearance of the bathroom series. The 
integrated, delicately curving profile 
handles mimic the curves formed by the 
fronts of the washbasins, emphasising the 
impression of lightness. 

SOLUTIONS FOR A RANGE OF 
INSTALLATION SITUATIONS
The fronts and bodies are available in 
white. The furniture can be wall-hung or 
floor-standing, with chrome feet or 
skirting boards available to choose from. 
Modular side cabinets are available in a 
variety of shapes and sizes. The furniture 
is delivered fully preassembled, with the 
option of attaching the door hinge on 
either side. 

1 2 3

1 Slimline: The washbasin cabinets are set 
noticeably further back from the edge of the 
washbasin. 2 The door hinges on the bathroom 
furniture can be mounted on both sides. 3 The 
profile handle mimics the gentle curving of the 
washbasin's front edge. 

GEBERIT SELNOVA BATHROOM FURNITURE COLOURS

white, high-gloss 
coated

BODY/FRONT

chrome

FEET/SKIRTING  
BOARDS

Moisture-resistant

SoftClosing doors

Compact option
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ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma30.

SUITABLE WCS FOR EVERY 
CONSTRUCTION  SITUATION
The Geberit Selnova and the 
Geberit Selnova Square design 
series are also used consistently 
when it comes to WC ceramic 
appliances. The wide range of wall-
hung and floor-standing WCs 
offers solutions for every bathroom 
– including for cost-effective
modernisa tions without complex 
structural modifica tions.

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

GEBERIT SELNOVA
SQUARE 
WCS AND BIDETS
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GEBERIT
SELNOVA COMFORT 

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma10.

MIRROR 

Geberit Option.

FOR STYLISH BATHROOM PLANNING THAT  
SPANS GENERATIONS
The Geberit Selnova Comfort solutions enable older people and 
those with reduced mobility to retain their independence in the 
bathroom without compromising on the quality of fittings. The 
products implement important functionalities in an appealing 
design, which is based on Geberit’s many years of experience in 
the development and manufacture of solutions for bathrooms 
that span generations. These solutions include the extremely 
flat washbasin offering ample legroom when a wheelchair is rolled 
underneath or WCs with a wide projection of 70 cm to facilitate 
easy movement from the wheelchair and a WC seat secured 
against slipping.

↑

A washbasin that is wheelchair accessible makes personal 
washing and care a breeze – even when seated.

↑

WC with extended projection for wheel chair access.

• Extremely flat for ample legroom
when seated; easy to access

• Softly curved and easy to grip

• Straight arm rest and support area

Accessibility

SoftClosing

Adjustable flush 
volume

Ground clearance

→ 
ACTUATOR PLATE 
Geberit Sigma10.
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GEBERIT
SENYA
Geberit Senya matches every possible bathroom style 
with its modern look and clean lines. The generously 
sized ceramics suit even ample sized bathrooms, but 
they are also an elegant statement in smaller spaces. 
Geberit Senya offers an option for any taste and 
room layout, the choice is yours. Contemporary style, 
universally applicable. 

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma01.

SHOWER DRAIN

Geberit shower  
channel, tile-bearing.

MIRROR 

Geberit Option.
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GEBERIT  
SENYA
WCS AND 
BIDETS

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma50.

1 The wall-hung WC and bidet give any bathroom a spacious 
atmosphere. 2 Close-coupled WC suite. 3  The floor-standing 
back-to-wall WC and bidet.  

1

2

A VERSATILE AND WELCOMING AMBIENCE
Geberit Senya offers an option for any taste and room layout. If 
you prefer a floor-standing or rather a wall-hung WC, or even a 
close-coupled WC suite, Geberit Senya has it. The comfortably 
sized ceramics give any bathroom a generous appearance. 

SoftClosing

Ground clearance

Hidden floor  
mounting / wall mounting

3

SHOWER DRAIN 

Geberit CleanLine60.

↑

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma20. 
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GEBERIT SENYA
WASHBASINS

1  Washbasin with full pedestal for an elegant impression.  2  Washbasin with half pedestal - light and airy, 
and easy access to clean the floor.  3 Washbasin without pedestal, the uncomplicated solution. 

THE COMBINATION MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Geberit Senya washbasins can either be installed on 
their own or they can be combined with an elegant 
pedestal. The half pedestal matches the wall-hung 
WCs especially well  and  the  full  pedestal  gives a 
harmonious impression with a floor-standing WC. But 
of  course,  there  is  no  limitation  to  these  two 
combination possibilities. 

Geberit Senya is not 
only a match for private 
bathrooms, but also for 
hotels, semi-public or 
public bathrooms.

3

1

2

MIRROR CABINET 

Geberit Option Plus.

ACTUATOR PLATES 

Geberit Sigma20.

MIRRORS

Geberit Option.

↑
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Children have particular requirements for 
bathrooms in childcare centres, schools 
and other establishments. Child-friendly 
bathroom fittings support and simplify 
the development of hygienic practices in 
a playful way.

CHILD-FRIENDLY 
SANITARY ROOMS
ENCOURAGING CHILDREN 
TO LEARN ABOUT HYGIENE
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HYGIENE EDUCATION THROUGH FUN AND 
GAMES
A child-friendly, low wall-hung washbasin with a design 
that appeals to even the youngest of critics makes 
teaching children about cleanliness easier and simply 
more fun. Clever details such as the low installation 
depth and a closer tap hole make it easier to use. It also 
features taps in amusing designs and colours that 
awaken a child's curiosity. 

CHILD-FRIENDLY
WASHBASINS

• Sanitary ceramics at a child-friendly height
and with child-oriented equipment

• Can be mounted at a flexible height between
450 and 600 mm depending on the age

• Designs that appeal to children and promote
toilet training

Hygiene, easy cleaning and safety play an important role when designing 
sanitary rooms in childcare establishments. However, it is also important not 
to forget the fun factor which makes teaching children about cleanliness so 
much easier.

1 Child-friendly basin height. 2 The soft basin form reduces the risk of injuries. 
3 Tap hole bench brought forward: makes it easier for short arms to reach the water jet.

1

GEBERIT BAMBINI

2

3
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• For teaching children about hygiene in a
playful way

• Safe and inviting design

• Suitable for children of different ages

• Can be adapted to the spatial
circumstances

• Stimulates learning through play: the
top basin can be filled with water thanks
to a removable damming plate

• Maximum level of dammed water is
100 mm with the damming pipe –
prevents flooding

WASHSPACES FOR 
PLAYFUL LEARNING

Children love to play with water! With special basins made of 
solid surface material, it is easy to encourage children to play 
with water in sanitary rooms. Cascading basins at various heights 
turn washing and brushing teeth into fun and games. And little 
ones of all ages are sure to find the right basin for their height.

EASY TO USE
The handle of the deck-mounted tap for child-friendly 
sanitary rooms is designed as a baseball cap with a 
peak, which makes washing hands even more fun. 

HYGIENIC
Instead of a baseball cap with a peak, the electronically 
controlled tap in the same design features a fixed hat.

INDIVIDUAL
Geberit washspaces can be adapted to various 
requirements and spatial circumstances. They come 
in a number of different sizes and formats, and 
individual special fabrications are also possible.

GEBERIT BAMBINI

1 Washspace for four children with damming device and various height levels. 2 Washspace for three 
children with damming device and various height levels. 3 Washspace for two children without a height 
offset. 4 The soft contours protect against injuries. 5 Child-friendly tap with manual actuation. 6 Child-
friendly tap with touchless IR sensor designed specifically for little hands. Both taps available in a coloured 
and in a bright chrome-plated version.

1

2 3

5 6

4

NEW NEW
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CHILD-FRIENDLY
WCS AND ACCESSORIES

GEBERIT BAMBINI

• Child-friendly WC solutions

• WC seats for every age

• Child-friendly designs

TOILET TRAINING MADE EASY
WC ceramic appliances with child-friendly 
heights and equipment help children to 
adapt to toilet training. The child-friendly 
WC ceramic appliance with feet is not just 
funny to look at, it also has a practical side: 
children whose feet do not yet touch the 
floor when they are sitting down can rest 
them on the appliance’s feet. And with 
various surfaces and WC lids, everyone 
will find the perfect seat for the bathroom.

1 Inviting WC seat. 2 Small children can 
rest their feet on the WC ceramic 
appliance’s feet. 3 The WC seat is easy to 
clean, hygienic and ergonomic. 
4 The “ears” of the WC seat can be used 
as support handles. 5 Geberit baby 
washdown WC 280 mm. 6 Geberit child 
washdown WC 320 mm. 7 Geberit child 
washout WC 370 mm. 8 Geberit child 
wall-hung washdown WC.

1 2

3 4

5 6 7 8
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Certain care and hygiene scenarios, 
as well as industrial, commercial and 
leisure facilities, require special 
solutions for particular needs and 
functions. Geberit Publica offers a 
wide range of special products for 
various application ranges and special 
requirements.

SUITABLE FOR:

GEBERIT PUBLICA
SPECIAL SOLUTIONS 
TAILORED TO YOUR 
NEEDS

EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS

CARE  
FACILITIES

WORKPLACES

TRANSIT BUILDINGS, 
TRADE FAIRS, SPORTS 
FACILITIES

GEBERIT PUBLICA
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GEBERIT PUBLICA

TAILOR-MADE
SPECIAL WASHBASINS

Geberit Publica offers a wide range of 
special solutions that are tailor-made 
for specific application ranges. Such 
solutions are required, for example, in 
nurseries and schools, hospitals and 
care homes, rehabilitation centres, in 
private homes and the leisure sector, in 
sports facilities as well as in industry, 
craft and trade.

1

2

3 5

4

1 Geberit Publica laundry sink for cleaning items in 
rehabilitation centres and in industry, for mounting on two 
ceramic stands. 2 Geberit Publica sink for cleaning items in 
industry and trade. 3 Geberit Publica sink for cleaning items 
in rehabilitation centres, industry, private homes and the 
leisure sector. 4 Geberit Publica foot basin with low 
suspension for schools, rehabilitation centres, industry and 
the leisure sector. Also for religious foot washing rites.  
5 Geberit Publica double sink for cleaning items in 
rehabilitation centres, industry, private homes and the leisure 
sector. 

Washbasins for very specific applications can be used in 
situations where normal washbasin ceramics or handrinse 
basins may fall short. 
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GEBERIT PUBLICA

SPECIAL SINKS 
Geberit Publica offers a range of sinks and 
basins for special applications such as 
cleaning items, discharging waste water 
or washing out textiles. 

CLEANER SINKS
Special cleaner sinks are designed for the 
requirements posed by the disposal of 
waste water, mobile WCs and the like. 

1

2

3

1 Geberit Publica slop hopper for filling and 
emptying buckets, disposing of waste 
water, emptying mobile WCs, rinsing potties, 
etc. For nurseries, hospitals, retirement 
homes, camping sites, industry/production, 
restaurants and event locations, schools 
and office buildings. 2 Stainless steel 
hinged grating of the Geberit Publica slop 
hopper with compensation pad. 3 Geberit 
Publica cleaner sink for workrooms in 
schools, nurseries, rehabilitation centres, 
industry and trade, private homes and the 
leisure sector, can be combined with hinged 
grating and plastic cover. 

CLEANER SINKS
AND MORE

←
ACTUATOR PLATE:  
Geberit Sigma01.
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Squatting pan as an alternative to 
the sitting WC.

SQUATTING 
PAN 

GEBERIT PUBLICA

In certain cases, people require squatting pans which are 
built into the floor. 

NO CONTACT WITH THE SANITARY CERAMIC
Squatting pans are seen by many people as a hygienic alternative 
to the sitting WC, as there is no direct skin contact with the WC 
ceramic. 

SURFACE-EVEN INSTALLATION IN THE FLOOR
Geberit Publica squatting pans are designed for surface-even 
installation in the floor and for installing with a Geberit Sigma 
concealed cistern. The pan is installed in a closed-off mortar 
bed. 

→
ACTUATOR PLATE:  

Geberit Sigma10.
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WASHBASINS

Lay-on, countertop and under-countertop washbasins  
offer individuality when fitting out and furnishing the 
bathroom. They can be combined in diverse ways, such as 
with glass, natural stone and countertops made of many 
other product materials.
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GEBERIT PRECIOSA II
WASH BASINS

WHEN THE SUPERFLUOUS IS OMITTED, 
THE TRUE SUBSTANCE IS REVEALED
Design purists seek clear lines and structures. By limiting itself to the circle and rectangle, 
which determines all the washbasin’s components, Geberit Preciosa II consistently 
fulfils these desires. Towel rails at the front or side continue the geometric contour of 
the washbasin.
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MIRRORS 
AND MIRROR 
CABINETS

Illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets are a real focal point in 
the bathroom. The Geberit Option series offers a comprehensive 
selection that provides the perfect soft light for your bathroom 
routine. Fashioning washbasin prominence in any bathroom.
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GEBERIT OPTION
MIRRORS

1 Thought-through lighting concept for optimum bathroom illumination. 2 Light elements on the underside 
illuminate the washbasin area perfectly. 3 Stylish and soft lighting for your bathroom.

GLOWING EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL BATHROOM 
SETTINGS
Illuminated mirror elements and mirror cabinets from Geberit 
bring the light where you want it while also creating a homely 
atmosphere thanks to the pleasant lighting. The lighting concept 
of the Geberit Option Plus mirror is particularly convenient.  
It provides an optimum illumination of ceiling, face and washbasin 
area. The lighting can be dimmed with a sensor. An antimist  
function can be activated if required. Geberit Option illuminated 
mirror elements are available in many different sizes with a width 
of 40 to 120 cm.

2 3

1

→ WASHBASIN, FURNITURE: Geberit VariForm.

↑ WASHBASIN, FURNITURE: Geberit VariForm. ↑ WASHBASINS: Geberit VariForm.
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GEBERIT OPTION PLUS
MIRROR CABINETS

1

1 Interior power outlet with USB connection: for recharging mobile devices. 2 All-over LED cover for soft 
ambient lighting. 3 Generous space for cosmetic items. 4 Practical: includes a built-in magnifying mirror 
and a magnetic holder. 5 Geberit Option and Option Plus are the perfect addition to Geberit ceramics and 
bathroom furniture.

2

3 4

5

→ WASHBASIN, FURNITURE: Geberit iCon.
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Deuts

COMPARISON
GEBERIT  
OPTION MIRROR 
CABINETS

↑

GEBERIT OPTION BASIC

LED lighting, power socket and 
double-mirrored doors, mechanical 
switch, moveable glass shelves, 
suitable for all series.

↑

GEBERIT OPTION

Direct and indirect LED lighting and 
sensor switch, separate sensor 
switch for upper and bottom light, 
mirrored body, moveable glass 
shelves, suitable for all series. 

↑

GEBERIT OPTION PLUS

Mirrored back inner wall, 
magnifying mirror, power socket 
with USB port and magnetic holder, 
separate sensor switch for upper 
and bottom light, mirrored body, 
moveable glass shelves, suitable 
for all series.

Model Option Basic Option Option Plus

SIZES cm 50
55
60

60
75
90

120

60
75
90

120

FEATURES Direct LED light X X X

Ambient light X X

Double mirrored  
doors

X X X

Mirrored back  
inner wall

X

Chrome handles X

Socket X X
(2 in 120 cm)

X
(2 in 120 cm)

USB port X

Colour of inner  
furnishing

White matt carcass White matt carcass Matt anthracite

Magnetic holder Optional 
 (X)

Optional  
(X)

X

Magnifying mirror Optional 
 (X)

Optional  
(X)

X
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↑

GEBERIT OPTION BASIC

Versatile illuminated mirror element 
with two integrated light strips on 
the side.

↑

GEBERIT OPTION

All-purpose illuminated mirror 
element with a broad light strip 
integrated into the upper edge of 
the mirror surface.

↑

GEBERIT OPTION PLUS

For more convenience in the 
washbasin area: illuminated mirror 
element with direct and indirect 
lighting. Dimmable and equipped 
with a manually activated antimist-
function.

Model Option Basic Option Option Plus

SIZES cm 40
50
60
70
80
90

100
120

40
60
70
90

120 40
60
75
90

120

FEATURES Placement of  
light strips

On both 
sides

Top Top On both 
sides

Top and  
bottom

Direct LED light X X X X X

Ambient light X

Dimmable X

Antimist  
function

X

COMPARISON
GEBERIT OPTION  
ILLUMINATED MIRROR 
ELEMENTS

←

LIGHT STRIPS

Ideal for daily care rituals: all Geberit 
Option illuminated mirror elements 
come with integrated light strips 
providing soft and dazzle-free light. 
The illuminated mirror elements are 
suitable for all bathroom series.
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GEBERIT ETERNITY
WC

1 A dynamic statement in the bathroom: the Geberit Eternity close coupled WC for exposed cistern with 
bottom water inlet.

CLEAR LINES AND SOFT GEOMETRIC FORMS 
The Geberit Eternity close coupled WC suite gives any 
bathroom a clean and dynamic touch with its fully 
shrouded design. 

1

SoftClosing

QuickRelease

Hidden floor  
mounting / wall mounting

Adjustable flush volume
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GEBERIT
URINAL 
SYSTEM
The Geberit urinal system is impressively diverse. 

Nonetheless, all the components are optimally 

coordinated with one another. Even under frequent 

use, the system is highly reliable, it is easy to service 

and it ensures minimal water consumption without 

compromising hygiene. It is the perfect solution for 

any location and situation. Suits every need.

→  URINAL: Geberit Preda.
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GEBERITURINALPREDA

FLEXIBLE COMPONENTS
UNIFORM DESIGN

GEBERIT URINAL PREDA

↓

GEBERIT URINAL SELVA

↓

← 

GEBERIT URINAL CERAMICS

Uniform design concept of the 
compact urinal Preda and the  
robust urinal Selva. 

The urinals are available with  
concealed or integrated urinal  
control and with mains, battery 
or self-sustaining operation.   
Additionally, they are also available 
as a waterless solution.

← 

GEBERIT URINAL DIVISIONS

Designed to match the Geberit 
urinal ceramics – available in white 
plastic or various glass colours.

← 

GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATES

An ample selection of looks  
and functions: touchless and 
manual.

Type 01 Type 10

Type 30 Type 50

The Geberit urinal system lets you combine 

as you please: Geberit urinal ceramics, urinal 

flush controls and divisions. It offers aesthetic 

solutions cast in one mould. They are timelessly 

subtle and therefore perfect for any setting. 

→  URINALS: Geberit Selva. 
→  URINAL DIVISIONS: Geberit urinal division, plastic. 
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ALL THE BENEFITS
FROM ONE SINGLE 
SOURCE

204 

URINAL SYSTEM GEBERIT PREDA AND SELVA

Flexibility is the hallmark of the Geberit urinal system – it offers the perfect 

solution for every requirement or building project. The comprehensive 

nature of the range significantly simplifies the planning, installation and 

maintenance of urinal systems.

easy-to-servicehygieniceconomical

reliableflexiblesustainable

water-saving aesthetic installation-friendly

→  URINALS: Geberit Preda.
→  URINAL DIVISIONS: Geberit urinal division, glass. 
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BATHTUBS

A comfortable bathtub is very important to bathroom 
customers. Who doesn’t enjoy relaxing in a warm bath 
and leaving the stresses of the day behind. Geberit 
offers bathtubs in numerous formats, designs and with 
a variety of different features that bring a touch of 
wellness into every bathroom, regardless of the floor 
plan.
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ELEGANT HARMONY

Geberit Tawa bathtub with slim rim 
and a new, minimalist bathtub drain 
with turn handle.

A pleasant warmth relaxes the limbs while enchanting 
fragrances pamper the senses. Taking a bath in your 
own bathroom means peace, tranquillity and relaxation. 
These are the most beautiful breaks that everyday life 
has to offer. Pure wellness in warm water.

GEBERIT
BATHTUBS
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GEBERIT SOANA
BATHTUBS

STYLISH BATHING PLEASURE
Created in a soft organic design, the Geberit Soana bathtubs 
offer an indulgent bathing experience. The sense of well-being 
is supported by the smooth surface of the bath material, which 
keeps the water warmer for longer. The bathtub is available with 
a waste outlet in the middle or at the narrow end. The Geberit 
PushControl waste and overflow is the perfect addition, with the 
slim design matching the outstanding comfort of the bathtub.

Warm temperature of the surface

Durable, long-lasting material

Easy to repair if scratched

Acoustic and thermal insulation

Colour match with ceramics

Easy to clean

Low product weight
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GEBERIT TAWA 
BATHTUBS

PURE RELAXATION IN SOFT GEOMETRIC BATHING COMFORT
The bathtub Geberit Tawa features soft curves and a clear outer contour. 
As a rectangular bathtub single and duo, it comes in six sizes. The outlet of 
the single tubs is at the foot of the bath; they are extremely comfortable for 
one person lying down in the tub. The duo tubs are chamfered on both sides 
so that two people can sit or lie in the tub together comfortably. In this case, 
there is a central outlet.

Extremley narrow tub edge.

Warm temperature of the surface

Durable, long-lasting material

Easy to repair if scratched

Acoustic and thermal insulation

Colour match with ceramics

Easy to clean

Low product weight
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GEBERIT SUPERO
BATHTUBS

A perfect solution for relaxing 
bathing experiences.

Thanks to its clear lines, the built-in bathtub Geberit Supero fits 
perfectly in modern, puristic bathroom worlds. The bevelling of 
the rim on the head and foot ends, which emphasises the 
geometric form, catches the eye. The drain and overflow are 
available either in the middle on the long side or on the foot end. 
A corner bathtub is also available.

Warm temperature of the surface

Durable, long-lasting material

Easy to repair if scratched

Acoustic and thermal insulation

Colour match with ceramics

Easy to clean

Low product weight
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GEBERIT REKORD
BATHTUBS

Create your own wellness oasis

The built-in bathtub Geberit Rekord has a soft geometric 
appearance and is a successful mixture of clear and 
smooth lines. Its generous depth and the rounded head 
end make for a comfortable bathing experience.  

Warm temperature of the surface

Durable, long-lasting material

Easy to repair if scratched

Acoustic and thermal insulation

Colour match with ceramics

Easy to clean

Low product weight

BATHTUB DRAIN

Geberit PushControl.

BATHTUBS AND SHOWER TRAYS GEBERIT REKORD
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THE ESSENCE 
OF BATHING 
CONNECTIONS REFINED TO THE ESSENTIALS 

FUNCTIONAL ELEGANCE
The new bathtub drain features a minimalist 
design. Optionally available with an 
integrated inlet, the tap aerator on the 
concealed inlet can be detached by hand 
and descaled with ease. The actuator 
rosette and waste plug are available in 
chrome, white, white with chrome edging 
and opaque black.

NEW

1

2

3

1 Bathtub drain with integrated inlet. 2 The drain can be opened and 
closed easily using the turn handle. 3 Drain cover and turn handle in a 
perfectly coordinated and elegant design. 

white opaque blackwhite with 
chrome edging

chrome
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SHOWER 
SOLUTIONS

Showering is a peaceful and relaxing way to start the day. 
Thanks to shower solutions from Geberit, invigorating shower 
experiences can be enjoyed in every bathroom.
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Today, floor-even showers are an important part 
of discerning, comfortable bathrooms – they offer 
considerably more comfort and simply look better. 
And thanks to clever technical solutions, they are 
also easy and safe to install. The shower of today.

GEBERIT
SHOWER
SOLUTIONS

→ ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma60.

→ SHOWER TOILET: Geberit AquaClean Mera.

→ SHOWER CHANNEL: Geberit CleanLine.
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GEBERIT  
SHOWER SURFACE
OLONA

100 x 120

80 x 100

75 x 90 70 x 90

70 x 100

70 x 120

70 x 140

70 x 160

70 x 17075 x 170

80 x 120

80 x 140

80 x 160

80 x 170

100 x 140

100 x 160

90 x 120

90 x 140

90 x 100

90 x 160

90 x 170

90 x 180

sizes in cm

80 x 80

90 x 90

100 x 100

↑

Fine, attractive touch: the slim-line 
chrome ring which surrounds the 
white drain cover of the shower 
surface.

The Geberit shower surface Olona is 
compelling thanks to its elegant appearance 
in matt white with a design waste plug 
as well as the palpably solid material 
combination of stone resin with a Gelcoat 
finish.

The surface design covered in Gelcoat gives the matt 
white shower surface Olona a visible and tangibly 
elegant look. The drain cover in the same colour is 
aesthetically enhanced by a slim-line chrome ring. 
Thanks to its Class B antislip properties, the shower 
surface offers secure footing whatever your age. With 
25 different sizes and formats, there is a suitable 
model for every floor plan. Installation is flush with 
the tiles or, in renovation, is mounted with a narrow 
threshold above the bathroom floor. 
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GEBERIT NEMEA
SHOWER SURFACE

ELEGANT AND COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION 
The Geberit Nemea shower surface combines a 
pleasant feel with ease of cleaning and an attractive 
design. It is made of sanitary acrylic, which has proven 
itself in the bathroom for many years thanks to its 
resistance to ageing. Even minor scratches can be 
easily buffed out. 

The drain can optionally be covered by an elliptic 
white disc with elegant chrome edging, under which 
a comb insert effectively stops hair from entering and 
clogging the drain. 

Geberit Nemea is available in glossy or matt versions 
in the colour white alpine.

sizes in cm

75 x 90

80 x 100

80 x 120

80 x 140

90 x 120

90 x 140

90 x 100

80 x 80

90 x 90

↑

Simple elegance that fits into any bathroom: The 
Geberit Nemea shower surface is available in 
nine different sizes and formats. 

NEW

Accessibility
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GEBERIT TALA
SHOWER TRAY

START THE DAY FRESH WITH 
FLAT SHOWER TRAYS
The Geberit Tala shower tray is available in a square 
or rectangular design and as a corner solution with a 
curved front edge. Gently rounded corners give the 
geometrically clear basic form a harmonious touch.

SHOWER SOLUTIONS GEBERIT TALA



GEBERIT 
SHOWER 
CHANNELS 
CLEANLINE

HYGIENIC, CLEAN AND SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL: 
GEBERIT SHOWER CHANNELS OF THE  
CLEANLINE SERIES FOR FLEXIBLE 
BATHROOM DESIGN
Geberit CleanLine breaks new ground in shower 
drainage. It does not discharge the water invisibly in 
a channel but instead via elegant stainless steel 
collector profiles. There are no hidden areas meaning 
that dirt is prevented from accumulating and leading 
to unpleasant odours. Simply wipe over the profile 
once and everything is clean.

Geberit CleanLine is considerably more flexible than 
many other shower drainage solutions as the collector 
profile can be simply cut at both ends and adjusted 
to the nearest millimetre depending on the room 
conditions.

1 A comb insert prevents from clogging and is 
easy to remove and easy to clean. 2 Also available 
in a tile bearing version. 3 The Geberit shower 
channel CleanLine80 impresses thanks to its 
integrated slope and is available among others in 
the trendy champagne colour.

stainless steel stainless steelchampagne black chrome

GEBERIT CLEANLINE80 GEBERIT CLEANLINE20 AND CLEANLINE60

4.3 x 30 – 130

4.3 x 30 – 130

4.3 x 30 – 160

Geberit CleanLine20

Geberit CleanLine60 and CleanLine80

4.3 x 30 – 90

4.3 x 30 – 90

sizes in cm

1

2

3

GEBERIT CLEANLINE20 AND CLEANLINE60
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GEBERIT 
WALL DRAIN FOR 
SHOWERS

Geberit wall drain for 
 showers.

TAKING THE FLOOR-EVEN SHOWER A STEP FURTHER
The Geberit wall drain shifts the drainage of floor-even showers 
from the floor to behind the wall. Not only does this look very 
attractive, it also makes it easier to install a floor-even shower. 
Both the drinking water and waste water installations are behind 
the wall and the floor can be tiled throughout. This also makes it 
possible to install underfloor heating without interruption.

All that remains visible is a small cover on the wall that can be 
easily removed to clean the comb insert behind. The cover is 
available in various surface finishes and can also be tiled to match 
the design of the wall. 

1 Discreet and very easy to clean. 2 The wall drain cover can also be tiled to match the bathroom design.

21

white alpine bright 
chrome-plated

stainless steel stainless steel 
polished

Can be tiled according 
to preference
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SHOWER
TOILETS

Water is indispensable for daily personal hygiene and well- 
being. It cleans gently and thoroughly. That’s why more and 
more people opt for the natural soothing and beneficial  
experience of cleaning with water.

A Geberit AquaClean shower toilet ensures cleanliness and 
well-being and gives you that confident feeling of freshness 
all day long at the touch of a button.
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Water is an integral part of daily personal hygiene. It 
cleans, refreshes and brings a feeling of well-being. 
With the range of Geberit AquaClean models, from the 
simple-to-mount toilet enhancement to the complete 
integrated toilet solution, you can also enjoy this 
comfort on the toilet. Decide for yourself how many 
additional pampering functions your shower toilet 
should offer. Geberit AquaClean, enjoy the feeling of 
freshness and cleanliness everyday.

GEBERIT
AQUACLEAN
SHOWER
TOILETS

→  ACTUATOR PLATE: Geberit Sigma50.
→  SHOWER TOILET: Geberit AquaClean Sela.
→  WASHBASIN, FURNITURE, MIRROR: Geberit Xeno2.
→  SHOWER DRAIN: Geberit wall drain.
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GEBERIT  
AQUACLEAN MERA
EXCEPTIONALLY  
BRILLIANT

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate  
Sigma70.

↑

PLEASANT SHOWER EXPERIENCE

The WhirlSpray shower with enhanced dynamic aeration 
technology ensures a targeted and thorough clean.

↑

A POWERFUL RINSE CLEAN

The innovative TurboFlush technology, based on the 
asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless ceramic pan, 
ensures the WC is flushed out thoroughly and quietly.

WhirlSpray shower technology with five 
adjustable shower pressure settings

Rimless ceramic pan with  
TurboFlush technology

Intuitive and clearly laid-out  
remote control

Orientation light in  
a range of seven colours

Individually adjustable  
spray arm position

Adjustable water spray  
temperature

Oscillating spray

Gentle lady wash

WC seat heating

Dryer

Odour extraction

Touchless automatic  
mechanism for the WC lid

QuickRelease function  
for the WC lid and seat

User detection

Descaling function

Energy-saving function

Geberit App

EQUIPMENT OF GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA  
COMFORT AND CLASSIC

ADDITIONAL COMFORT FUNCTIONS OF  
GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA COMFORT

What does the shower toilet that people 
like best and which offers the most look 
like? Like the Geberit AquaClean Mera! 
This top model impresses through unusual 
design and outstanding function. The 
Geberit AquaClean Mera combines the 
timeless elegance of its floating design 
with the highest quality materials. 
Alongside, the luxurious shower toilet 
offers pampering and comfort, thanks 
also to the unique WhirlSpray shower 
technology and many other helpful 
functions.

Outlet mounting and communication 
connection box
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GEBERIT  
AQUACLEAN SELA
BEAUTIFULLY  
CLEVER

With its purist, elegant design, the Geberit AquaClean Sela can 
become your favourite model. The shower toilet is characterised 
by its clear beautiful design, combined with the highest quality 
materials, such as the one-piece ceramic pan. Geberit AquaClean 
Sela offers extremely simple, intuitive functions and integrates 
seamlessly with any bathroom. 

Intuitive and clearly laid-out  
remote control

Individually adjustable  
spray arm position

Oscillating spray

Energy-saving function

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate  
Sigma30.

Geberit wall drain for 
 showers.

SoftClosing

QuickRelease function  
for the WC lid and seat

WhirlSpray shower technology with five 
adjustable shower pressure settings

Orientation light in  
a range of seven colours

Adjustable water spray  
temperature

Gently cleaning lady wash

User detection

Descaling function

Geberit App

Rimless ceramic pan with  
TurboFlush technology

Outlet mounting and communication 
connection box
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WhirlSpray shower technology with five  
adjustable shower pressure settings

Gently cleaning lady wash

Dryer

WC seat heating

Odour extraction

Rimfree WC ceramic pan

SoftClosing

Intuitive and clearly laid-out  
remote control

Individually adjustable  
spray arm position

Oscillating spray

QuickRelease function  
for the WC lid

Descaling function

Energy-saving function

User detection

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA COMFORT IS 
AVAILABLE IN FOUR DESIGN COVERS:

stainless steel 
brushed

black  
glass

white  
glass

white  
alpine

With the Geberit AquaClean Tuma you can choose 
the features you want in your shower toilet: from the 
simple, basic functions of the Classic model to the 
additional convenience functions of the Comfort 
version. The Geberit AquaClean Tuma is available as 
a WC complete solution with a perfectly fitting Rimfree 
ceramic pan and hidden connections for electricity 
and water, or as a WC enhancement solution, which 
can also be combined with a variety of previously 
installed ceramic pans.

EQUIPMENT OF GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA  
COMFORT AND CLASSIC

Adjustable water spray  
temperature

ADDITIONAL COMFORT FUNCTIONS OF  
GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA COMFORT

Geberit AquaClean Tuma WC 
enhancement solution with 
standard WC ceramic appliance.

GEBERIT  
AQUACLEAN TUMA
SURPRISINGLY  
VERSATILE

Geberit App

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit actuator plate  
Sigma01.

Outlet mounting and communication 
connection box
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FLUSHING
SYSTEMS

Aesthetics and functionality in perfect harmony: Geberit offers 
attractive concealed and exposed solutions for thorough 
flushing of the WC ceramic appliance. Everyone can therefore 
find the flushing system that suits their bathroom and own 
personal preference.
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Geberit actuator plates are the defining luxury finishing 
touch for any bathroom. Combining visual elegance 
with innovative functions and a range of sumptuous 
finishes, they are an essential reflection of individual 
style. It‘s not just any bathroom, it‘s your bathroom.

GEBERIT
ACTUATOR 
PLATES

→ ACTUATOR PLATES: Geberit Sigma50, Geberit Sigma21.
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SIGMA50

SIGMA21

slateconcrete lookwoodwhiteblack

The trend towards individualisation also 
brings with it increasing demands for 
design options in the bathroom that are 
as diverse as possible. These are often 
nuances that have to be perfectly 
coordinated. Actuator plates in new, 
trendy metal colours can make a small yet 
significant difference here.

AS YOU LIKE IT
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GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATES SIGMA

A STRIKING LOOK

Rectangular, round or touchless elegance. 
Uncompromising aesthetics and function.

The Geberit actuator plates from the Sigma series offer a wide 
range of designs and surface finishes. Whether with organic 
round or clear geometric flush buttons, all of the plates impress 
with high-quality workmanship and easy, convenient operation. 
Exciting additional functions such as the odour extraction unit 
behind the actuator plate, the touchless model and the option 
of designing a bespoke, customer-specific plate.

→

Geberit actuator plates add the 
final touch to a new bathroom.

RECTANGULAR
ACTUATOR PLATES

Geberit Sigma30 Geberit Sigma30 
single flush

Geberit Sigma50 Geberit Sigma60 Geberit Sigma70

ROUND
ACTUATOR PLATES

Geberit Sigma01 Geberit Sigma10 Geberit Sigma20 Geberit Sigma21

TOUCHLESS
ACTUATOR PLATES

Geberit Sigma10 Geberit Sigma10 
touchless and manual

Geberit Sigma80

Additional colour options available.

ACTUATOR PLATE: 

Geberit Sigma01.

ACTUATOR PLATE: 

Geberit Sigma50.

→
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GEBERIT ACTUATOR 
PLATES OMEGA

SMALL AND
SMART

The actuator plates from the Geberit Omega series are smaller 
and therefore ideal for specific bathroom designs. They can  
be mounted in front of the cistern on the wall or top mounted,  
an ideal solution if the WC is installed under a window or a low 
prewall installation with shelf. 

RECTANGULAR
ACTUATOR PLATES

Geberit Omega30

Geberit Omega60

ROUND
ACTUATOR PLATES

Geberit Omega20

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Omega60.

Additional colour options available.

→ WC: Geberit Xeno2.

→ SHOWER CHANNEL: Geberit CleanLine.
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GEBERIT REMOTE ACTUATOR PLATES

SMALL BUTTONS 
WITH GREAT FLEXIBILITY

REMOTE FLUSH  
ACTUATOR

Geberit type 01.

RECTANGULAR
REMOTE ACTUATOR 
PLATES

ROUND
REMOTE ACTUATOR 
PLATES

CHOOSE YOUR LOCATION 
Geberit remote actuator plates can be mounted up 
to 1.7 metres away from the WC as the flushing is 
pneumatic. The small,  round and square actuator 
plates are available in a range of different designs and 
colours. 

↑

Remote flushing actuation makes flushing easier. 
Offset installation is also possible, for example 
next to the WC. 

SHOWER TOILET

Geberit AquaClean Mera.
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ODOUR EXTRACTION

FRESH AIR
FOR EVERYONE

ACCESSIBLE

The ceramic honeycomb filter can be easily 
accessed via the actuator plate.

EFFICIENT AND QUIET

The air is purified by the ceramic honeycomb 
filter. A quiet fan conveys the purified air back 
into the room.

Unpleasant odours are removed 
right at the source.

ACTUATOR PLATE 

Geberit Sigma50.

LED ORIENTATION LIGHT

An LED orientation light is a further 
convenience. It is under the actuator plate and 
shines a discreet, indirect light into the room – 
simply perfectly-thought-out.

ODOUR EXTRACTION UNIT WITH
ORIENTATION LIGHT
The Geberit DuoFresh module removes unpleasant 
odours directly from the WC ceramic appliance 
before they can spread through the bathroom. It 
extracts the air directly from the WC, cleans it in a 
ceramic honeycomb filter and then redirects the air 
into the room free of odour. An integrated orientation 
light provides discreet lighting for going to the toilet 
at night. This means you no longer need the bright  

bathroom lights and you find it much easier to fall 
asleep again. Air extraction and light are automatically 
controlled by a proximity sensor. The Geberit odour 
extraction unit suits every bathroom style; it can be 
combined with most Geberit actuator plates of the 
Sigma series.

WC 

Geberit Smyle.

Outlet mounting and communication 
connection box
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→ WC: Geberit Acanto.

Geberit Monolith sanitary modules offer new 
possibilities for bathroom design. With elegant 
surfaces and surprising functions. For designer 
bathrooms.

GEBERIT
MONOLITH AND 
MONOLITH PLUS
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→ WC: Geberit ONE.

↑

GEBERIT MONOLITH PLUS

sand grey

←

ODOUR EXTRACTION INCLUDED

Air is extracted directly from the 
ceramic pan and released back in a 
pleasant, fresh state.

←

SOFT-TOUCH FLUSH ACTUATION

A gentle press is enough to trigger 
flush actuation on the Geberit  
Monolith Plus sanitary module. 

↑

GEBERIT MONOLITH PLUS

black

FUNCTIONS FOR GREATER COMFORT
The premium sanitary module Geberit Monolith Plus offers state-
of-the-art flush technology for WCs. Flush actuation is triggered 
by gently pressing the sensor buttons. A discreet orientation 
light that you can configure in seven different colours according 
to your taste and mood also shows the way to the toilet at night. 
An integrated odour extraction unit absorbs odours directly in 
the WC ceramic appliance and ensures that nothing disturbs the 
freshness in your bathroom.

ATTRACTIVE SURFACES FOR GREATER 
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
The front cover made of safety glass is available in the colours 
white, black, lava and sand grey. The side cladding in anodised 
colourless aluminium can be combined with the surfaces white 
and sand grey and the side cladding in black chrome harmonises 
with the surface variants lava and black.

A SHINING LIGHT
IN THE BATHROOM

QUIET

Fan for odour 
extraction.

INTELLIGENT

Sensor-controlled 
switch-on function.

EFFECTIVE

Ceramic honeycomb  
filter for air purification.

ATMOSPHERIC

Orientation light in 
different colours.

SENSITIVE

Brightness sensor for  
day /night detection.

SUSTAINABLE

Dual flush with SoftTouch 
flush (electronic).

GEBERIT MONOLITH PLUS COLOURS

aluminium

black chrome

SIDE CLADDING FRONT COVER

sand grey

lava black

white

SHOWER TOILET

Geberit AquaClean 
Tuma.

↓

Outlet mounting and 
communication connection box
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→ WC: Geberit Acanto.

←

WATER-SAVING

Dual flush for small and large  
flush volume.

↑

Geberit Monolith sanitary  
module for WCs 

SHOWER TOILET:
Geberit AquaClean Tuma.

↑

Geberit Monolith sanitary  
module for bidets

BIDET:  
Geberit iCon.

AN ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE
The Geberit Monolith sanitary module for WCs 
combines modern flush technology with a stylish 
design. The dual flush ensures an appropriate and 
water-saving flush. Exclusive surfaces made of glass 
and brushed aluminium or black chrome make for 
attractive highlights in new construction as well as in 
renovation, for example as a substitute for an old 
surface-mounted cistern. 

MODULES FOR THE WHOLE BATHROOM
Matching sanitary modules for bidets make it possible 
to create bathrooms with a coherent design.  
The Geberit Monolith for bidets is equipped with a 
towel rail. 

FLUSH 
TECHNOLOGY 
WITH A 
STYLISH 
DESIGN

←

CLASSY FINISH

Surfaces made of glass and 
aluminium. In the picture: Glass lava 
and aluminium black chrome.
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COLOURS/ 
MATERIALS

The way that surfaces look and feel has a determining 
influence on the style and impression of a bathroom’s 
interior. Geberit therefore offers their bathroom 
furniture, sanitary modules and actuator plates in a 
variety of different materials and colours. All in the 
name of achieving the perfect bathroom.
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COLOURS / MATERIALS

IT'S ALL ABOUT
YOUR TASTE

SAND GREY, MATT COATED

GREIGE, MATT COATED

ACANTO body 

ONE body, front
XENO2 body, front 

WHITE, MATT COATED

ONE body, front
ICON body, front
VARIFORM body, front

→ MIRROR, WASHBASIN, FURNITURE: Geberit Xeno2.

BLACK, MATT COATED

ONE body, front
ACANTO body 

LAVA, MATT COATED

ONE body, front
ACANTO body 
ICON body, front, handle
SMYLE body, front
VARIFORM body, front
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WHITE,  
HIGH-GLOSS COATED

ONE body, front
XENO2 body, front 
ACANTO body
ICON body, front, handle
SMYLE body, front
SELNOVA body, front

SAND GREY,  
HIGH-GLOSS COATED

ONE body, front
ICON body, front, handle
SMYLE body, front 

CHAMPAGNE

CHROME

CITTERIO handle, feet

ICON handle
SELNOVA handle, feet

HICKORY,  
WOOD-TEXTURED MELAMINE

ONE body, front
ICON body, front,
SMYLE body, front
VARIFORM body, front

SCULTURA-GREY,   
WOOD-TEXTURED MELAMINE

XENO2 body, front

MYSTIC OAK

ACANTO body

OAK BEIGE,  
WOOD-TEXTURED MELAMINE

CITTERIO body 
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OAK GREY-BROWN,   
WOOD-TEXTURED MELAMINE

CITTERIO body

OAK,  
WOOD-TEXTURED MELAMINE

ONE body, front
ICON body, front
VARIFORM body, front

WHITE GLASS

ONE surface cover
ACANTO front 

SAND GREY GLASS

ACANTO front 

TAUPE GLASS

CITTERIO front, plate

LAVA GLASS

ONE surface cover
ACANTO front 

BLACK GLASS

CITTERIO front, plate
ACANTO front MARBLE BLACK STONEWARE

ONE surface cover

MARBLE WHITE STONEWARE

ONE surface cover
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NOTES

APPENDIX
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